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Abstract 

Use of digital visualization tools in planning is nowadays widely practiced around the 

world by various contributors to the field and in different planning scales. Visualization 

facilitates perception of underlying thoughts and objectives of planning alternatives and 
consequently assists with communication of the plan to stakeholders of different groups. 

This – in turn - enables them to actively and efficiently participate in the procedure from 

the very initial stages to the implementation phase thanks to the insight provided by user-
friendly visualization tools. Available visualization tools for planning, however, are either 

not integrated and efficient enough or too resource- or expertise-demanding and thus 

not entirely fulfilling the qualities mentioned above. This study is a search for a 
conceptual framework for the optimal web-based visualization tool. Web-basedness 

diminishes temporal and spatial distance among the users and planning agents and 

provides the possibility for more participation in and interaction with planning projects. 
Within this study, major characteristics of an optimal tool have been investigated through 

literature and online resources, contacts with experts and practitioners, a survey over 

existing products and visual analysis of the outcomes. An evaluation cube was initially 
developed and then used as the basis for a set of duality criteria. A selection of 

visualization tools were examined against those criteria and results were demonstrated 

visually. Eventually, findings were used to provide a backcasted example of the optimal 

tool and suggestions were made for actual development of the package to be used by 

planning agents.  

Keywords: visualization, participatory planning, web-based, CAD, GIS, planning 
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Preface 

The point of departure for this study was the project KTH Classroom Search Engine & 3D 

KTH Virtual Campus administrated by Division of Geo-informatics in School of Architecture and 

the Built Environment of KTH in 2009 (KTH). The project was carried out over a period of 
around two months by a group of students at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). There, 

we created one digital model in full detail (exterior and interior), four detailed exterior 

models, nine detailed interior models and 87 guiding videos to almost all classes and 
lecture halls around main campus. Google SketchUp was used for this purpose based on 

ease of use and free distribution. Models were created by footprint extrusion and 

enhanced with photorealistic mapping of the façades.  

In order to present the outputs in the ensuing seminar, the team examined a variety of 

methods for navigating throughout models. The challenging part was to find the optimal 
method for demonstrating building models for the audience in normal browsers within 

an interactive, workable and flexible environment so as to be able to zoom, pan and 

navigate in real-time. This enquiry was greatly inspiring to the topic for current project 

together with personal interests and previous studies. Consecutively, the work was 

incorporated to and enhanced by Visual Sustainable City project (Ban, Ranhagen, & 

Kjelldahl). ViSuCity is a collaborative research carried on by a consortium of planning 
and programming firms and institutions namely KTH, SWECO, Sightline Vision, Digpro 

and City Planning Office of Stockholm. Studies on the subject for this project were then 

pursued at SWECO FFNS since beginning of the summer 2010 and the process was 

enhanced by close contacts with experts of visualization and planning at the office.   

 A summary of the thesis report was submitted to the final report of ViSuCity October 

2010 as a part of WP6 of the project. Current work can be considered as a spin-off of 
ViSuCity project with higher emphasis on participatory approach towards planning as an 

important measure in social sustainability within built environment.   
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1. Introduction 

 

 

Demise of rationalism in planning due to social movements and widespread activities of 

non-governmental organizations in recent decades has paved the way for a more 
participatory approach towards planning (Rutland, 1985). Terms such as communicative 

planning, collaborative planning and participatory planning swiftly found their way into the 

planning literature (Healey H. , 2003) representing the fact that the borderline between 

providers and users of the plans is now blurred – if not fully lifted. Communicative 

planning helps strengthening social sustainability within the society by propelling the 

planning processes towards micro levels and grassroots (Mannberg & Wihlborg, 2008). 

Contemporary knowledge is mostly constructed by collaboration rather than being 

transferred or taught in a one-way direction (Ball, Capanni, & Watt, 2008). In planning, 

pluralistic approach is even of a greater importance considering the very multi-
disciplinary nature of the practice. Planning deals with a wide range of varied issues and 

disciplines namely transportation, social and cultural sciences, economy, political science 

and geography (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta & Painho, 2010; Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 
2007; Yao, Tawfik, & Fernando, 2006; Orford, Harris & Dorling, 1999).  

Contemporary planning media and techniques should hence facilitate collaboration 
among stakeholders during all planning phases. The more comprehensive, informative 

and interactive these tools are, the more equipped the planner will be to attain her/his 

facilitating role (Connelly & Richardson, 2004). A shift in planning paradigms has thus 
occurred in favor of more visual approaches. Planning instruments of our age should be 

capable of bidirectional transaction of ideas among planners and stakeholders and 

provide maximum authority for all stakeholders to participate in the process regardless of 

temporal and spatial distance (Ball, Capanni, & Watt, 2008). On the other hand, due to 
incredible technological improvements in display quality, realistic effects and internet 

technology, 3d environments are now fairly available and workable similarly for experts 

and non-experts. It is no longer non-realistic to conjure up planning environments where 
all stakeholders can easily interact with planning proposals, submit their contributions in 

real-time (Ban, Ranhagen, & Kjelldahl) and create own ideas. The term visualization 
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refers to the optimal data representation framework designed for both planners 

and public within a planning procedure which uses internet as an infrastructure 

for rapid, cheap and efficient dissemination of data (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). 

A wide variety of two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization tools are now 
being used by consulting firms, municipalities and other planning administrations around 

the world. Most of these instruments are originated from the realm of Virtual Reality. 

Visualization environments are greatly diverse in magnitude of use, usability and 
efficiency .Some applications are directed towards producing realistic representations out 

of complete designs e.g. 3D Studio, Maya and Rhinoceros, while others are often 

implemented at earlier stages e.g. CAD variations. Some techniques are extensively 

resource-demanding e.g. Virtual Landscape Theatre (VLT) which is aimed to provide a 
stronger sense of being-in-place and serve more participants at the same time. On the 

opposite end are applications which operate on PCs through the web and do not even 

require software and plug-in installations. GoogleMaps is a known and simple example out 

of this category. A number of visualization environments assign higher priority to data 

processing and analysis such as the wide variety of GIS products while others fully 

neglect it. Visualization can occur in two-, 2.5- or three-dimensional environments. Some 
packages are in essence multi-disciplinary while others focus on a specific field e.g. urban 

planning, land use or lighting. A host of standard languages, plug-ins and convertors have 

been developed to make outcomes of various technical applications usable for others and 
for the purpose of exporting the outcome to web browsers as well. Diagram 1 

demonstrates the spectrum over which visualization tools can be mapped based on 

aforementioned characteristics. 

s

 

Diagram 1 - Visualization tools, efficiency vs. availability 
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1.1. Problem Formulation 

As stated above, numerous visualizing techniques and software packages have already 

been developed and implemented for planning. However, the search for an integrated 
package combining all diverse planning issues into a unified comprehensive interface is 

still a major concern (Stabinsky, 2000); one which is optimally comprehensive, efficient, 

flexible, powerful, distributed and easy-to-understand and -use so as to be conveniently 
used within different phases of planning by different groups of users. The most efficient 

and integrated visualization systems available are too complex and resource-demanding 

and require high expertise and experience to handle. This is not intrinsically a pitfall; but 

in practice, this has proved to notably hinder public participation. Problematic areas 
mentioned above were the source of inspiration for composing the research question 

incrementally which will be explained in the section  1.3 Methodological Approach in full 

details.  

1.2. Research Scope and Expectations 

Theoretical parts of this research tend to cover all various scales and different branches 

of planning of built environment. When choosing among available tools and 

applications, however, the search has been more focused on regional and urban scale so 
that examples would be commensurate. The knowledge which is derived from this 

evaluation phase is then used to provide a conceptual framework for development of an 

optimal visualization environment for planning. 

This study is carried out with regard to both conceptual and technical aspects. 

Implications of major contemporary trends in planning – namely public involvement and 

sustainability– have been taken into consideration when required. This work has its main 

emphasis on practical characteristics of available visualization tools. Technical aspects are 

just skimmed over when and to the degree which is necessary for complementing the 

bigger picture. 

The study is expected to provide a conceptual framework for an optimal web-based 

visualization tool. This can be based for actually developing the desired product by a 

team of professional from a variety of disciplines in the future. 

1.3. Methodological Approach 

Current study is a qualitative research which was initiated as a descriptive and exploratory 

survey followed by an evaluative phase and a brief prescriptive supplement at the end. 

During the first phase, research question was gradually formulated and narrowed down 
to its most essential components. The initial seed of the research question was shaped 

during 3D KTH project as: What is an appropriate visualization tool? At the end of the 3D 

KTH project, a survey was carried out over available visualization tools. It was however 

limited to a set of plug-ins for exporting the 3d models created by Google SketchUp to a 
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convenient display environment. Research question was – at this stage – developed into: 

What are the major characteristics for an appropriate visualization tool? 

The study was then adopted as part of the working package 6 (WP6) of ViSuCity, 

enhanced and enriched through discussions with participants of the project and directed 
towards use of visualization in planning. The research question was then narrowed down 

to: What are the main characteristics for an optimal visualization tool for planning? This also helped 

bringing the subject closer to the content of the master program, spatial planning. 

For more clarification of the topic, a secondary research was carried out using a wide 

range of resources.  Informal discussions and interviews, bibliographical resources and 

online search were major sources used at this stage. Partly influenced by studies and 

discussions on participatory planning within a number of courses during spatial planning 

program and also motivated by findings of the secondary research phase, the research 

question was then evolved to: What are major characteristic for an optimal visualization tool for 

enhancing stakeholders’ participation in planning procedures? 

Interviews and talks with experts of visualizations helped developing an overall insight to 
the complicated and multi-disciplinary area of visualization. Choice of experts within the 

focus group (professionals in relevant fields) was based on their being competent and 

well-acknowledged within their fields of expertise. Utmost effort was also made to select 
people with various backgrounds to cover all different aspects. Talks were in the form of 

face-to-face meetings and without any questionnaire or detailed list of topics to be 

discussed. The intention was to facilitate the exploratory approach and help discovering 
new areas of concern which were deemed necessary for developing a holistic answer to 

the research question.  

Online search was carried on in two different ways: searching through websites, weblogs 

and web-catalogues of companies active in visualization and planning authorities as well 

as acquiring Google Alerts. The latter is a service which is activated in Gmail and 

periodically sends a set of relevant links to user’s inbox based on the keywords provided. 

Visualization and planning were the main keywords used which were over time combined 

with other words and phrases such as participatory and urban planning so as to enhance the 

results. Proposed web pages were regularly monitored and filtered based on their 
relevance and importance and findings were incorporated into the research process. This 

approach helped access the state-of-the-art actors, activities, findings, trends and 

knowledge in the field. 

Study of bibliographical resources helped discover history and basics of visualization in 

planning and also introduce a set of relevant disciplines e.g. collaborative planning, city 
modeling, virtual reality, augmented reality, Geographic Information Systems, Public 

Participatory GIS, Web 2.0, neogeography, e-government and decision support systems. 

These contributed to a more comprehensive understanding of the context over which 
the research question was to be examined and provided with a holistic solution.  

Simultaneous use of the aforementioned sources of information contributed to an 
accurate definition of the problem to be studied. Web-basedness was also identified as a 
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momentous quality for the looked-after visualization tool. The research question was 

consequently developed to its final version: What are the main characteristics of an 

optimal web-based visualization tool for enhancing stakeholders’ participation in 

planning procedures?  

As a search for the optimal web-based visualization tool and based on the knowledge and 

insight already gained, an evaluative survey over a set of case studies was then conducted. 

Case studies were selected through online search. The main criteria for choice of 
visualization tools were being technically avant-garde and relatively outstanding in 

capabilities and possibilities. The under-development demonstrator of ViSuCity, Neo4, 

was also considered as a case study. Examples were intended to possess favoured 

characteristics developed through previous phase of study. Selected visualization tools 
were studied and generally acknowledged through a survey over their websites, weblogs, 

catalogues, manuals, user feedbacks, demo versions and available literature also contacts 

with developers and marketing agents through e-mail, phone call, net-meeting and 

meeting sessions. An evaluation cube was then developed introducing a method based 

on five parameters for evaluation of the whole range of visualization tools. A set of 

duality criteria was derived from evaluation model and implemented as a means for 
evaluation of cases. Eventually, a backcasted proposal was outlined as a concrete example 

of an optimal web-based visualization tool for participatory planning. A summary of the 

thesis project was finally submitted to ViSuCity final report.  

The course of research throughout problem formulation phase has been carried out with 

a subjective approach. The aim was to narrow down the research on visualization tools 
to a specific problem field which linked my personal fields of expertise in visualization to 

findings of 3D KTH project and also to the objectives of WP6 of ViSuCity; coming up 

with a research question which also best fitted into the spatial planning framework. 

However, through following phases of the survey (evaluation and analysis of case studies 
and drawing conclusions), utmost care was taken to maintain an objective approach.  

Diagram 2 demonstrates a representation of the research design including planned 
activities and implemented methods and techniques. Nevertheless, the schema 

underwent many changes during the process based on practical considerations and 

introduction of new initiatives. Besides, activities such as talks, interviews and online 

search were pursued during the entire course of the research and not necessarily within 

time spans mentioned in implementation plan. 
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Diagram 2 - Implementation plan 
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1.4. Summary of Results 

This study is an investigation on existing and developing visualization mediums in search 

of a thorough insight into their strengths and limitations. This has been preceded by a 

thorough research on history and theories of participatory planning at one hand and digital 

tools for visualization in planning on the other hand. The aforementioned contributed to a 
host of outputs which can be shortlisted as: 

a) an evaluation cube, 

b) a set of criteria in the form of dualities, 

c) evaluation diagrams of case studies using duality criteria, 

d) conclusive remarks on evaluation diagrams and finally a 

e) comprehensive description of a backcasted example of the optimal web-

based visualization tool for participatory planning.  

The evaluation cube is a method which is proposed for categorization and assessment of 
the whole range of visualization tools based on three major parameters of planning scale, 

planning aspect and user group, minor parameters of efficiency and availability and SWOT 

analysis. Nevertheless, the cube was not implemented afterwards due to its too broad 
scope and extensive amount of time and work required. Instead, a set of criteria in the 

form of dualities were extracted from the parameters introduced within the cube. 

Through examination of case studies against this set of duality criteria, evaluation 
diagrams for case studies were generated. The insight acquired through these diagrams 

contributed to formation of the backcasted optimal web-based visualization tool for 

participatory planning as the ultimate output of the project. 

The results are assumed to have provided the answer to the research question mentioned 

in previous section. The last item in the list (backcasted example) even goes beyond 
expectations (provision of a conceptual framework) and offers specifications of an actual 

product that possesses desired specifications. There are also some general 

recommendations for technical solutions to actual development of the package to be 

used in planning within varied scales. The first four outcomes will be introduces through 
the third last sections of the forth chapter and the e item will be explained in the section 

 5.1 within the following chapter. 

1.5. Report Structure 

Current report has been composed in a way that best represents prioritized areas of 
interest during the study and propels the reader from the beginning to the end on a 

logical basis. Backgrounds, general and specific problem fields, aims and objective are 

clarified within the chapter Introduction. Moreover, the variety of implemented methods 

and methodological approaches at different stages within the entire course of the project 
are explained in full details. 

The two following chapters, Collaborative Planning and Visualization in Planning introduce 
the two main theoretical fields which contribute to the findings of the research. The 

relationship between the two areas is generally explained in the chapter Introduction. 
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Methodological approaches precede theoretical parts since the latter are inseparable 

components of the analytical process of the study and themselves contribute to 

formation and evolution of the research question. Methodologies should be thus 

introduced in advance to explain the entire process of formulation of the research 

question early enough.  

Providing an alternative reply to the research question is the major concern within the 

two final chapters, Towards an Optimal Visualization Tool and Closing Remarks. The main 
objective of the study, providing a conceptual framework for the optimal web-based 

visualization tool, is in fact fulfilled within the fourth chapter. The final chapter, 

however, is an effort for better clarification of the findings by formation of a concrete 

example and establish a ground for proceeding with the idea in the future.  
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2. Collaborative Planning 

The central theme within collaborative planning is public participation. The concept of 

public participation in planning was introduced to the discipline during late sixties and 
early seventies when local regional authorities embarked on publishing posters and 

brochures for their future plans (Hansen & Reinau, 2006). The very basic logic behind 

this recent trend is best described in Fiskaa's (2005) words: "[t]he purpose of public 
participation is of course to obtain better plans, meaning that they are well accepted by 

most, and therefore easier to carry out" (Fiskaa, 2005, pp. 160-1 cited in Brabham, 

2009).Planning procedure should actively involve those whose lives are being affected by 

produced plans (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & Painho, 2010). The age of generalized 

and context-independent planning theories is over mainly due to the rapid flow of 

information which in turn results in extensive social and behavioral changes; changes 
which should inevitably be taken to the account in planning procedures (Watson, 2003; 

Connelly & Richardson, 2004). The necessity of adding local knowledge and non-expert 

knowledge to the plan and getting informed about public narratives is now fully agreed 

upon among planners (Brabham, 2009). They are visibly not only specialists who know 

2  
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the knowledge. No one knows everything; it is thus always wise to benefit from collective 

intelligence (Brabham, 2009). 

It is necessary to observe every problem in its specific local perspectives. Such an attitude 

can only be maintained through establishment of dialogues with public to be able to 
gather enough facts about the problem fields. Traditional planning procedure – with its 

emphasis on universality and accentuated role of scientist/planner – fails to fulfill such 

an objective (Watson, 2003). In her comprehensive description of a communicative 
approach to spatial strategy formation, Healey (1996) clarifies the necessity of shifting 

from modern-based planning trends to a more democratic non-paternal method. 

Traditional planning routines used to apply identical solutions to diverse socio-cultural 

situations and deny minorities. Consequently, those suppressed groups had to suffer 
from the outcomes in favor of those powerful stakeholders whose benefits had been 

fully taken to the account in formulation of rational structure of the plans (Healey H. , 

2003). Based on such an argument, Healey (2003) provides theoretic foundations and 

practical implementation strategies and implicitly introduces a wide terminology of the 

field which has been much in use in planning arguments during recent decades. 

Connelly & Richardson (2004) refer to recent collaborative attitudes in planning in an 

administrative discourse. They mention two basic approaches as the roots of global 

willingness for collaborative planning: the need for more pluralistic governance, and the 
necessity of partnership. These global desires finally found their way to the world's 

political arena in 1992. Parallel to the issues of environment and development which 

were largely discussed during the Earth Summit in Rio de Janiero, Agenda 21 was 
developed which emphasized the necessity of approaching sustainable development 

through stakeholders' participation and widespread governance networks (Bugs, Granell, 

Fonts, Huerta, & Painho, 2010). Based on Agenda 21, a European equivalent, Aarhus 

Convention (1998) was published in Denmark (Hansen & Reinau, 2006). Political 
agreements led to regulations which supported and nurtured NGOs, thirds sector and 

grassroots movements. A main objective of such a shift in power structure was replacing 

top-down policy-making routines by button-up ones (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & 
Painho, 2010; Shen & Kawakami, 2009). Fostered by such a strong political will, 

collaborative planning has now turned into a ubiquitous approach in the field (Brabham, 

2009). 

In following sections, requirements, characteristics, tools, formalities and alleged pitfalls 

of collaborative planning has been put forward. Based on this comprehensive 
acknowledgement of the field, recent web-based approach towards this method is then 

described. Online collaborative planning interfaces are crucially in need of effective 

visualization techniques to be able to maintain their communicative role. Visualization is 
even considered as a Public Participation Spatial Decision Support System (PP-SDSS) which is 

aimed at consensus-making (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). The need for realistic 

visualizations as a means for a widespread inclusion is perpetually emphasized by many 
scholars (Sieber, 2006; Simpson, 2001). Yao, Tawfik, and Fernando (2006) contend that 

realistic models are required in different stages of planning within Collaborative Urban 
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Planning Support Systems. This is exactly the point where current chapter (Collaborative 

Planning) is closely linked to the following chapter (Visualization in Planning). 

2.1. Requirements and Formalities 

Bringing as many stakeholders as possible to decision-making process strengthens and 
legitimizes the final outcome. This legitimization is however contingent upon 

development of a consensus. Design of the planning procedure, is a very crucial stage in 

formation of consensus. An inappropriate or haphazard setting for participation may end 
up in an output which drastically lacks legitimacy or realism or both. In order to avoid 

such deficiencies, planning process should be perpetually monitored to continually 

maintain its balance between theories/ideals and practice. Openness and fairness of the 

planning process are highly recommended so as to develop consensus-based plans 
(Connelly & Richardson, 2004). An important requirement is that consensus should be 

gradually achieved during the decision-making process rather than in the form of 

legitimization of the output after consolidation the plans (Healey P. , 1996). 

Roundtables, dialogues, juries made up of non-expert people and different methods of 

advertisement are mentioned as common ways of involving citizens and groups in 
planning (Connelly & Richardson, 2004). During the meetings, maps, images and 

computer graphics are normally used as mediators for collaboration (Brewer, 

MacEachren, Abdo, Gundrum, & Otto, 2000). The meeting place should change in 
accordance with implications of new phases of the planning process. Styles of 

conversation, language differences and quality of calling-up process and 

representativeness of absent stakeholders are to be set carefully enough to enable and 
encourage as many stakeholders as possible to participate. Dialogues should be sincere 

and authentic (Innes & Booher, 2003) and experts' contribution to goal-specification 

should be largely limited to the moment when different opinions and concerns of 

different parts are spoken out freely (Healey H. , 2003).  

2.2. Drawbacks and Criticisms 

Collaborative planning has been deemed to have insufficiencies and deficiencies in the 
three fields of theory, practice and values (Tewdwr-Jones, 1998; Watson, 2003). Watson 

(2003) believes that it is not always possible to bring all diversities into a decision-making 

process. A wider participation in knowledge production from public's side can provoke 

and consolidate contradictory priorities regarding social and spatial changes (Elwood S. , 

2006). It can cause increase of conflicts or slow down the process. Planners' interference 

in how people are taken to the process (Brabham, 2009). 

Moreover, the procedure can end up in a simplified non-idealistic result. Within any 

planning discourse, there is either conflict or complexity in the way. In such a situation, 
limitation of resources and conflicting perceptions of different participants would 

inevitably cause a deviation from ideals and utopian expectations. Connelly and 

Richardson (2004) mention this as an inseparable part of any collaborative outcome. 
They recommend that this issue should be related to all participants from the beginning 
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to avoid any further damage to the final outcome. A communicative strategy may easily 

end up in too simple solutions. However, utmost efforts should be made to consider all 

possibilities to reach a zero-plus situation rather than zero-sum situation (Healey H. , 

2003). 

Exclusion of any single stakeholder from a planning process is also a potential threat to 

the legitimacy of the whole procedure. Exclusion may occur through some unspecified 

factors such as the level of detail of spatial identifiers, unverified and problematic 
information on an area associated with a group or individuals, lack of an inoffensive 

environment without predefined standards for moderation and censorship (Shen & 

Kawakami, 2009). Exclusion may take place in three areas: exclusion of people (through 

shaping a closed decision-making core and grouping people into insiders and outsiders 
categories), exclusion of issues (through over-emphasizing few dominant ideas) or 

exclusion of outcomes. Enough care and deliberation in designing the process of 

consensus making is required to prevent any kind of exclusion (Connelly & Richardson, 

2004).The question "How much voice should be given to each participant?" underlines 

the necessity of a hierarchical and organized framework (Brabham, 2009), so that the 

practice would be best regulated and exclusions are minimized at the same time. 

Power relationships normally have a great influence on different stages of formation of a 

consensus (Connelly & Richardson, 2004). Within a communicative approach towards 
planning, political structures may be replaced by new ones which have the capacity of 

developing participatory decision-making procedures. All these, however, do not 

necessarily put an end to interference of power centers in final outcomes since in every 
decision-making process, a great deal is done informally and through powerful 

individuals and not institutions (Tewdwr-Jones, 1998).Honesty, trustfulness and 

openness of all participants could also be always doubted within communicative planning 

practices. 

All in all, critiques contend that public participation planning is not always the right 

solution and its success is largely dependent on a host of various factors. Some believe 
that participatory planning is a culture-specific method while others assume it to be 

project-specific (Brabham, 2009) However, unsuccessful examples are just a number of 

selected case studies and could not be based for rejection of the method in its totality 

(Brabham, 2009). 

2.3. A Web-Based Approach: Necessities, Shortcomings and 

Solutions 

A majority of criticisms towards collaborative planning practices correspond to methods 

and formalities. Traditionally, face-to-face meetings have been substantial to participatory 

procedures. Questionnaires and voting systems are also normally used independently or 
in combination with arranged meetings (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). This method however 

often results in exclusion of a huge number of stakeholders. The silent-majority tradition 

in planning should be replaced by a user-centered-design routine. Since face-to-face 

meetings do not seem to be a practical method for public participation in large-scale 
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projects, there is a need for new innovative substitutes and world-wide-web provides an 

appropriate infrastructure for this purpose. Using the web is a suitable strategy for 

ameliorating existing participatory methods. (Brabham, 2009).The web is the ideal 

medium for facilitating creative participation based on its speed, accessibility, anonymity, 

interactivity and the ability to embrace any other form of media. Web eliminates 
problems caused by difference in time and space among different participants in a 

process and problems associated with face-to-face meetings (Brabham, 2009; Smith, 

Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). 

During nineties, three major changes resulted in a new era in public participation: global 

awareness for the necessity of a sustainable future, widespread use of internet and GIS 

coming out of technical environments (Hansen & Reinau, 2006). A combination of all 
these facilities resulted in a revolution in implementation of participatory methods. 

Nowadays, online deliberation has been made possible using chat forums, audio devices 

and webcams while traditional materials (drawings and sketches) are also still in use as 

supplementary tools (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). Crowd sourcing (Brabham, 2009) and e-

participation (Hansen & Reinau, 2006)are some relevant fields which both aim at 

overcoming distance-related impediments against public involvement and engaging more 
stakeholders in planning procedures by means of internet. A more familiar example is the 

realm of neogeography also referred to as Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI). 

Neogeography is a participatory geography using web possibilities. Public-produced 
maps are the most common products of neogeography (Turner, 2006). VGI is the type 

of geographic data which is being created by individuals and disseminated through the 

web. Google Maps and Microsoft Visual Earth are two prominent examples (Elwood S. 

.., 2008). VGA is not a planning means by itself, but it is a powerful visualization system 

in large-scale spatial fields and has many applications in planning (Seeger, 2008).Public 

Participatory GIS is also a vast relevant technological field which will be introduced in the 

following section. 

Unsurprisingly, there are also some problematic areas within online collaboration. Digital 

divide, for example, normally occurs in crowd-sourcing: those who are less expert using 
computer and internet (e.g. adults, poor people, and rural communities) are easily 

excluded. Different internet speeds in different locations is another source of inequality 

(Brabham, 2009). In the case of e-participation projects as well, research shows that more 
educated citizens are generally more active in the experiment (Hansen & Reinau, 

2006).Away from user groups, technical shortcomings of the system may hamper 

participation. In the case of Virtual Slaithwaite community planning project, for example, 

the application was only accessible on the institute's platform resulting in partial 

exclusion (Carver, Evans, Kingston, & Turton). Social traits and preferences of different 

age groups may also hinder them from playing their role. In the case of teenagers, for 
instance, attending public meetings and expressing an opinion is not generally considered 

as a particularly fashionable way to spend one's evenings (Carver, Evans, Kingston, & 

Turton).Polar arguments and influence of experts are some other aspects of limitations 

of web-based public participation planning. An example is engaging ethnic groups into 
the plan while deliberately separating them from the mainstream (Brabham, 2009). 
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Based on the above-mentioned issues, doubt has been casted on whether internet 

enhances public participation or partly obstructs it (Al-Kodmany K. , 2002). 

Nevertheless, considering various advantages of this approach, solutions for overcoming 

shortages should be sought after in technical improvements and provision of more IT-

related public facilities such as public computer terminals (Brabham, 2009).Brabham 
(2009) also recommends that the website for crowd-sourcing projects should be more 

usable and have a well-designed user-interface; self-regulation within the system should 

be made possible, open-source production should be more ubiquitous on the web and 
traditional public participation approaches should also be provided in parallel (Brabham, 

2009). 

2.4. Public Participatory GIS 

GIS applications have recently dominated the realm of planning. Public Participatory GIS 

(PPGIS) can be simply defined as use of GIS capabilities by public (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, 

Huerta, & Painho, 2010). Elwood (2006, p. 198) defines PPGIS as "participatory 

research that incorporates GIS applications as a core part of the research process". In 

brief, PPGIS is an effort to guarantee the use of GIS by non-experts and occasional 

users (Haklay & Tobón, 2003). 

PPGIS was born in 1996 at the two meetings of the National Geographic Information 

and analysis (NCGIA) (Sieber, 2006). The aim was providing a framework to also take 
various issues such as laws, culture, politics and history of the community, city and region 

into consideration in planning. PPGIS is intended to be the optimum solution to cover 

all those additional factors (Sieber, 2006) and to nurture the public use of spatial 
information so as to achieve more pluralistic decisions and a better spatial visualization 

of the output as well. The field has in fact much in common with neogeography. 

However, neogeography is focused on geographic outcomes of public use of GIS tools 

e.g. map production while PPGIS has its emphasis on planning purposes.  

PPGIS is accessible and easy-to-use and yields in satisfactory consequences when mixed 

with Human Computer Interaction (HCI) techniques. HCI has a very wide definition. 
However, usability is the common denominator of all available interpretations. HCI 

enhances usability of PPGIS (Haklay & Tobón, 2003).Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 

are two commonplace manifestations of HCI in planning which will be described in 

more details in the following sections. Nevertheless, Internet GIS has recently proved to 

be the optimal context for PPGIS due to its availability (Haklay & Tobón, 2003). The 

concept will be introduced thorough in the section  2.3 A Web-Based Approach. 

Web-based PPGIS applications have largely benefited from Web 2.0 findings. Web 2.0 is 
the general term referring to interactive internet applications in contrast with one-way 

internet applications (Web 1.0) (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & Painho, 2010). Google 

has provided a host of comprehensive Web 2.0 technologies including blogs, websites, 

calendars, readers, online shared documents. They are all available online free of charge 
and can be used for organizing real or virtual meetings (Shen & Kawakami, 2009).The 

problem in Web 2.0 PPGIS is that user-friendly map-based citizens' opinions and 
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interactive discussions are not yet widely supported. New technology-based methods can 

be applied to support and optimally harness web-based collaborative social networks. 

The ability for voting for or against an opinion can be introduced to a collaborative 

system to improve data trust (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & Painho, 2010).In a perfect 

web-based communicative urban design environment, for example, one may move 
objects such as parks through an interactive Flash application which allows the user to 

click, drag and modify objects and finally submit her/his proposal. People can also visit 

the gallery for already submitted proposals and vote for or against specific choices. The 
most-voted proposal can be picked for implementation and the rest can be used as 

advisory ideas in the way that stakeholders were consulted during the planning phase 

within traditional public participation plans (Brabham, 2009) 

Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & Painho (2010) developed and used a Web 2.0 PPGIS 

prototype package in order to enhance local participation for urban planning in Canela, 

Brazil. The services of this prototype were running on both client and server sides. They 

provided a rather reasonable level of interaction but still users were not able to fly or 

move freely in space and presentations were restricted to hyper-linked 2d maps. 
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3. Visualization in Planning 

According to Batty, et al. (2001), since the final output of planning procedure is visual 

the process of development of the plans should thus also be visual. In order to avoid 

post-construction alterations and resource-waste, a virtual prototype of the design 

concept should be developed for communication among decision makers and 

stakeholders (Yao, Tawfik, & Fernando, 2006). One practical approach is provision of an 

information-rich environment for virtual construction, exploration and navigation (Pullar 
& Tidey, 2001). 

The concept of visualization is often semantically degraded in two different ways: firstly, 

by confining it to merely visualizing the physical body of the planned phenomena; 

whereas visualization could also be efficiently implemented for conveying hidden 

mechanisms and non-visionary functions of the project to non-expert stakeholders. 
Visualization is now of crucial importance to planners of all disciplines as a planning 

decision support tool (Ban, Ranhagen, & Kjelldahl). Secondly, the scope of the concept 

may often be restricted to visualizing a fully accomplished detailed plan in the very final 

3  
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stage. In this sense, the project should first be entirely planned and then visualized for 

exhibiting or marketing purposes only (Pullar & Tidey, 2001)and data entry is supposed 

to be one-directional – from planner/designer to visualize (Blaser, Sester, & Egenhofer, 

2000). Within the following paragraphs, the two cases are looked upon more closely. 

The visual prospect of the plan is undoubtedly of enormous value in the sense that it 

clearly addresses a number of spatial issues namely harmony, accessibility, connectivity, 

integration, proximity, vantage points and depth of space. The importance of these 
factors in planning the built environment is based on their contribution to active and 

passive interaction of human-being with her/his surroundings. Visual amenity of a 

neighborhood adds to its attractiveness and affects activities and lifestyles within the area 

(Pullar & Tidey, 2001). Visual qualities can be assessed based on a host of methods such 
as Visual Impact Assessment (VIA)and morphological analysis which are constructed upon 

principles of form, scale and time (Moudon, 1997 cited in Pullar & Tidey, 2001). 

Abstraction methods also help visually evaluate spatial characteristics (Parsanezhad & 

Shahzad, 2008). Not only the physical body of the plan, but also different functions and 

mechanisms within a project should be visualized. From this point of view, not only 

observable outcomes of the project but also its hidden structures e.g. electrical and 
mechanical equipments, water drainage, sewage system, environmental aspects and socio-

cultural impacts are also subject to visualization. The aim is to also communicate those 

hidden components of the plan to non-expert stakeholders in a conceivable setting.  

Furthermore, any spatial plan should be visualized at different stages during its 

development procedure. An urban planning procedure, for example, consists of a 
sequence of varied stages: data collection, survey over available data, definition of 

problems and goals, analysis, alternative development, evaluation and – finally – 

implementation. Not only should the final outcome of the planning process, but every 

stage from the beginning to the end be appropriately visualized so as to maintain 
collaborative and democratic attitude of the practice (Batty, et al., 2001; Smith, Dodge, & 

Doyle, 1998).Visualization should be perceived as a means for constructing a mental 

image of the solution not only representing it (Blaser, Sester, & Egenhofer, 2000).This 
mission demands development of state-of-the-art integrated visual design and planning 

tools. 

Within the literature, there are some classifications of visualization which represent the 

above-mentioned semantic exclusions when defining the term; while at the same time 

helps clarify different attitudes among practitioners. Analysis of these categories sheds 
light on the necessity of integrating various visualization practices together and with the 

planning mainstream as well: Forward visualization refers to providing visionary tools for 

public and interest groups while backward visualization is about providing visionary tools 
for experts (Batty, et al., 2001). Forward visualization "attempts to develop models useful 

to community groups, political and related decision-makers, as well as more general tools 

for virtual tourism" (Batty, et al., 2001, p. 17) and is thus substantial to democratic 
attitude of planning projects. Examples of forward visualization are models of the 

projects in exhibitions and pictures of future plans in newspapers and periodicals. 

Backward visualization is however a more astute and productive visualizing practice 
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which is more integrated in planning procedure rather than being a consequence of it. In 

the case of an optimum planning environment which is fairly workable, interactive and 

accessible for public, the borderline between forward and backward visualization is 

literally lifted.  

Smith, Dodge, & Doyle (1998) mention the three premises of visualization for urban 

planning and urban design as followed: 

"To understand nearly any subject of consequence it is necessary to consider it 
from multiple viewpoints, using a variety of information; Understanding complex 
information about urban planning and urban design may be greatly extended if 
the information is visualized; Visualization aids in communicating with others." 
(Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998, p. 3) 

The above-mentioned premises emphasize the need for an information-rich 

communicative visual environment for urban planning and urban design. Scientific 

visualization is a growing area of computing which has the underlying philosophy that 
displaying visual representations of data assists researchers in generating ideas and 

hypotheses about the data (Fisher, Dykes, &Wood, 1993 cited in Orford, Harris, & 

Dorling, 1999, p. 293). In planning discourse, this means that visualization facilitates 
development of alternative proposals by stakeholders from various groups (Shen & 

Kawakami, 2009; Levy, 1995).Vividly, this cannot occur unless new technological 

achievements are fully implemented. Visualization is the most affected discipline among 

those affected by digital technologies' development (Batty, et al., 2001; Levy, 1995). 

3.1. Visualization Tools and Techniques 

Several decades ago, visualization tools were confined to abstract graphics, statistical 
presentations (e.g. charts and tables), desktop maps, axonometric scenes, sketches, 

schematic designs, construction drawings and physical models which together with a 

mass of written documents constitute the plan proposal (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007; 
Yan, 2006; Yao, Tawfik, & Fernando, 2006; Al-Kodmany, 2002; Crampton, 2001; Pullar 

& Tidey, 2001; Smith, Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). Traditional tools for visualization are 

normally problematic and limited in use. In the case of physical models, for example, 
storage, transportation and modification is often difficult (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). 

In recent decades, traditional visualization tools have been complemented or replaced by 
a host of digital technologies in the field namely Virtual Reality (VR) equipments, 

Augmented Reality (AR) gadgets and personal computers which were then followed by 

laptops and WAP phones. Orford, Harris, and Dorling (1999) refer to internet, 

multimedia, virtual reality and computer graphics as four key visualization technologies. 

This entire set of digital facilities paved the way for use of 2d and 3d digital maps, image-

based renderings, prismatic building models (produced by footprint extrusion), texture 

mapping (for a more realistic representative model) and stretched panoramas as various 
techniques for visualizing the built environment(Batty, et al., 2001; Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & 

Chen, 2004). Similar to ad hoc origin of urban models (See  3.3.1 Early Examples of City 

Modeling), 3d planning and urban design tools have originated from the field of special 
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effects in film industry during 1980s (Kwartler, 2008). Internet – in turn – facilitated 

distribution and use of 3d scenes, video montages and digital MPEG animations (space-

time data) in websites as new visualization tools (Pullar & Tidey, 2001; Orford, Harris, & 

Dorling, 1999). In addition to visual equipments, there are normally some non-visionary 

tools in use e.g. checklists, matrices, multi-criteria analyses and group decision techniques 
which again highly rely on computational capabilities of digital equipments (Shiffer, 1992 

cited in Pullar & Tidey, 2001). 

Despite great variety and high efficiency of recent developments in digital visualization, 

traditional tools are still much in use (Simpson, 2001) and are even – in specific phases – 

considered the most efficient tools available (Al-Kodmany K. , 2002). Using paper and 

pen, for example, has proved to produce the most number of design variants compared 
with digital equivalents (De Vries, Tabak, & Achten, 2005). Nevertheless, this fact cannot 

distract us from the increasing role of digital tools in visualization. 

There are some areas of large-scale decision making where lack of visualization is a 

substantial problem. One of the prominent examples is the rupture between urban 

planning and urban design. New planning tools are required to bridge the gap between 
the two disciplines. The required instrument should thus necessarily be an integrated 

visual environment (De Vries, Tabak, & Achten, 2005). This optimal planning medium 

can be alternatively an integration of CAD and GIS packages with regard to 
contemporary web-compatibility and 3d approaches (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). 

As a complement to this introductory description of the wide range of the tools and 
techniques which are available in the realm of visualization, following sections will 

elaborate more on specifications of each of those areas namely VR, AR, modeling, 

simulation, CAD and GIS. 

3.2. Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 

The concept of Virtual Reality originated during 1950s and 1960s by invention of a set of 

complicated and stand-alone huge environments (Raper, McCarthy, & Williams, 

1999).Visualization has its roots in Virtual Reality while VR facilities have – in turn – 

often originated from game industry (See  3.3.1 Early Examples of City Modeling). A branch 

of gaming termed as serious gaming has long been at place for non-recreational purposes 

(Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007) including the use of VR in other disciplines e.g. medicine 

and planning. An efficient VR system is characterized by its good performance, efficient 
data management, interactive use of data, future-proofing (change-proofing), 

interoperability, flexibility, data integration, establishment of maintenance and 

verification procedures (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007). These characteristics can also 
more or less be taken to the account in evaluation of visualization systems. VR 

technologies are normally designed as multi-user environments and rely equally on digital 

and physical equipments. As a result, cost has always been a determining factor in 

production of VR systems. VR features are normally characterized as relatively expensive 
and resource-demanding (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007). Raper, McCarthy and Williams 

(1999) have suggested a more inclusive definition for VR: they divide VR systems to 
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immersive (egocentric) VR where helmet mounted systems are used and desktop (through-the-

window or exocentric) VR. The latter is a more recent phenomenon and is more often 

referred to under the categories of computer graphics and digital visualization. VR has 

many applications in various branches of planning e.g. urban planning and landscape 

planning (Ball, Capanni, & Watt, 2008). 

A major problem for stakeholders when trying to evaluate available alternatives is lack of 

sense of presence. This can be considered as the basic reasoning behind all VR features. 
One classic example of VR is CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment, 

Figure 1) which is a human-scale immersive virtual environment. It is a projection-based 

VR system developed by Illinois University in 1993 using four flat screens and a set of 
projectors (Ryu, Hashimoto, Sato, Soeda, & Ohno, 2007). Interactive gloves, vehicle 

simulators, huge screen theatre and holobench are some early examples of VR. RMIT's 

reality center theatre is another example which is comprised of three projectors and a curved 
screen. It was developed in 1999 (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007). More recently, Ryu, 

Hashimoto, Sato, Soeda, and Ohno (2007) have developed a new VR environment called 

D-vision (Figure 2). It is a multi-projection VR system with multi-modal interfaces and 
comprises of a huge screen and a number of projectors. 

Figure 1 - CAVE 
Source: http://www.cavi.dk/holobench.php 
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Figure 2 - D-Vision 
Source: Ryu, Hashimoto, Sato, Soeda, &Ohno (2007, p.59)  

The term Augmented Reality (AR) is alternately used to refer to VR features. However, it is 
more often regarded as the "technology in which a user’s view of the real world is 

enhanced or augmented with additional information generated from a computer model. 

The enhancement may take the form of labels, 3d rendered models or shading 
modifications." (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998, p. 24). Within an augmented reality 

system, 3d virtual objects are generated and combined into real environments. The main 

advantages of AR are providing a sense of presence and facilitated combination of data 
and VR. Similar to VR, the limited availability is the major drawback. There is normally a 

need for specific equipments such as gloves and head-mounted gadgets (Ryu, 

Hashimoto, Sato, Soeda, & Ohno, 2007). Due to such deficiencies, Raper, McCarthy, and 
Williams (1999) consider AR technologies as not being suitable for a participatory visual 

planning practice. Despite this fact, AR is still considered as a useful visualization 

technique in urban planning and urban design by some practitioners (Smith., Dodge, & 

Doyle, 1998). Broll, et al. (2004) combined an AR technology (MORGAN) with meeting 
sessions and designed ARTHUR planning system. Nevertheless, the problematic aspect 

of AR technologies is again at place in this approach: complicated see-through head 

mounted display (HMD) proves that the system has not the potential for being globally 
accepted and implemented.  

AR technologies will most probably contribute much to the future of visualization in all 

disciplines including planning. There is now much effort in progress – specifically on 

mobile phone applications – to incorporate more AR applications within different areas 

e.g. path-finding. Major obstacles to using efficient and real-time AR technologies of this 
type in planning are firstly limited display dimensions of the gadgets – which hinders 

professional visual activities – and secondly, not yet being quite ubiquitous for public. 

The new product of Apple, iPad is perhaps the solution to the first problem: bringing 
visual capabilities of a laptop to a handier instrument which can be carried and used 

outdoors easily and is thus more suitable for AR applications. Overcoming the second 
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problem (ubiquity) is as in the case of any other new technology only a matter of time. 

Consequently, the optimal web-based visualization tool which is the subject of this study will 

probably have nothing to do with personal computers or laptops in one decade or even 

earlier. Nevertheless, the main focus in this survey is on conceptual aspects rather than 

technical issues. The outcomes can thus be largely extended to new dominant 
technologies of early future either. 

 

Figure 3 – ARTHUR system 
Source: Broll, et al. (2004, pp.4-5)  

 

Figure 4 - iPad  
Source: http://wikipedia.org/  
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3.3. Urban Modeling and Simulation 

Modeling can be considered as the very basic function within VR systems. The concepts 

of visualization, modeling and simulation are almost inseparable. However, the term 
modeling in visualizing discourse often refers to more concrete models; while modeling 

in general terms more often refers to schematic representations:  "application of a 

standard, rigorous, structured methodology to create and validate a physical, 
mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or 

process." (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 2007, p. 288). This definition of modeling is more in 

a structural rather visual sense and is similar to Date's description of data modeling as a 

process of constructing a representation of the data sets and their relationships (Date, 
1999 cited in Wang, Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007). 

In urban planning context, these schematic models – which are also called symbolic or 
abstract models – are used to visualize urban processes and structures (Batty, et al., 

2001).Realistic visualization is however quite the opposite of abstract scientific modeling 

(Martin & Higgs, 1997). Martin & Higgs (1997)propose that the term modeling is 
eventually used in between where the output is a compromise between a fully-developed 

VR and a statistical map. Modeling can be conceived as a cross-section of an ongoing 

visualization procedure; while simulation is a method for implementing a model over 
time giving more emphasis to processes and consequences (Axford, Keltie, & Wallis, 

2007). From a technical point of view, urban simulation provides the ability for visually 

analyzing alternative scenarios. Hence, simulation of plans also fosters public 
participation (Bulmer, 2001). 

 

Diagram 3 - Visualization as the stage between modeling and simulation 
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Diagram 4 - Visualization encompassing fields of modeling and simulation 

Visualization can be described as either the phase between modeling and simulation 

(Diagram 3) or the overall process of modeling, simulating and other complementary 
activities (Diagram 4). Based on the former definition, statistical data are organized and 

represented in the form of a model; the model is then rendered to look more realistic and 

correspond better to the real world (visualization); and finally functionalities and 

mechanisms of the entire modeled system are simulated to be communicated to future 

users. Within the latter definition, however, the visualization procedure embraces the 

whole range of the activities mentioned above. What is meant by the term visualization in 

this study is more or less the holistic interpretation (Diagram 4). As evident in the title 
Visualization Tools and Techniques, the two areas of modeling and simulation are more 

considered as the required means for visualization. 

Models can be specific to certain areas of specialty such as emergency services, urban 

planning, telecommunication, architecture, facilities and utilities management, marketing 

and economic development, property analysis, tourism and entertainment, e-commerce, 
environment, education and learning (Batty, et al., 2001). They are normally large and 

wealthy cities where urban modeling takes place (e.g. New York, Tokyo, and Los 

Angeles) (Batty, et al., 2001). Municipalities use city models as a means for visual 
communication of the urban plans. A 3d city model should be interactive, widely 

available to the end user and professional user at the same time. 

The two most popular building model types are CAD models and GIS models (Wang, 

Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007). A decade ago, the most common form of city 

modeling was solid and geometric modeling which was majorly CAD-based due to its 

relatively realistic output (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998); while new urban models 

normally integrate a host of GIS features so as to provide an information-rich 

environment. Buildings are the most important spatial objects in urban areas (Wang, 
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Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007; Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & Chen, 2004); they are the most 

dominant and thus the very first features of the city to be modeled. Building blocks are 

modeled and image-based textured mappings are applied to create texture-mapped 

models. The next step is modeling of architectural details including roof morphology. 

Creation of a full volumetric CAD model of the building is normally too expensive and 
time-consuming (Batty, et al., 2001). Models in GIS ArcView and 3D Analyst are 

normally formed in the same way by extrusion of the third dimension out of the plans 

(Batty, et al., 2001); they are nevertheless more compatible with data attribution than 
traditional geometric CAD 3d models.The comparison of the two sets of instruments in 

search of merits and shortcomings of each in the fields of modeling and visualizing 

potentials will be discussed in more details in the section  3.4 CAD vs. GIS. 

The practice of city modeling relies highly on remote sensing. Batty, et al. (2001) mention 

two categories as the main features of 3d city modeling: spatial database technologies and 
remotely-sensed geometric data. The very first step of modeling the city is in fact creating 

the geometry of land surface using Light Detecting and Ranging technology (LIDAR). Airborne 

LIDAR images in conjunction with GPS results are used in creation of Digital Elevation 

Models (DEMS) (Batty, et al., 2001). A major concern in construction of urban models 

has always been integrating the two intrinsically heterogeneous types of data: digitized 

data which have normally been created by CAD and geospatial data which is sourced 
from remote sensing (Wang, Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007). City modeling is 

experiencing an ongoing shift from expensive manually-made CAD models towards 

semi-automated and automated LIDAR models (Figure 5Figure 5 - Automated 

visualization of London using LIDAR). Evans and Sutherland's rapid 3d modeling 
package is an example of generating good models from remote deliveries (Batty, et al., 

2001). Agency9 is also a pioneer firm in creating automated city models called 3d maps 

(AGENCY9). Blom Group uses photogrammetric information, aerial LiDAR or oblique 
photography for creating 3d city models for a variety of tools including mobile phones 

and iPads (DIGITALURBAN). 

 

Figure 5 - Automated visualization of London using LIDAR 
Source: Batty, et al. (2001, p.28)  
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3.3.1. Early Examples of City Modeling 

Many 3d models have been built as ad hoc developments e.g. for game industry, cinema or 

urban projects. By the year 2000, 15 models for Tokyo, four models for New York and 

one city model for Los Angeles had been developed (Batty, et al., 2001). They were 
mostly based on CAD and were aimed at visual representation of the city rather than also 

incorporating informative attributes (Wang, Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007). 

The first digital model of London was developed in 1990s by Miller-Hare for an 

exhibition at the Museum of London. Later on, they developed a wide range of city 

models with different Levels of Detail (LODs) graded from A (full detailed architectural 

model) to G (prismatic block models / coarse massing) (Batty, et al., 2001). A digital 
model of the historical city of Bath in UK was constructed by Bourdakis et al. in 1992 at 

the Centre of Advanced Spatial Analysis (CASA) again using AutoCAD (Bourdakis, 1996 

cited in Yao, Tawfik, & Fernando, 2006). The Edinburgh model was commissioned and 
initiated in 1993 and built by ABACUS at Strathclyde University (Hamilton, Trodd, 

Zhang, Fernando, & Watson, 2001).Virtual models of Bath and Edinburgh are two 

prominent classic examples of the history of urban modeling (Hamilton, Trodd, Zhang, 

Fernando, & Watson, 2001). 

First major efforts for city modeling in US were carried out by the four following 
institutes: ASI which developed a full model of Manhattan for NYCDEP using ArcView 

3D Analyst, ESC, CommunityViz and UDS which has produced smart models by 

integrating CAD models and 3D GIS (Batty, et al., 2001). In the case of Tokyo (Figure 6), 
sponsors of 3d city models were governmental institutes at different levels, urban facility 

services providers (e.g. telecommunication), commercial firms (e.g. construction and 

engineering) and academic and research institutes. 

 

Figure 6 - 3d model of Tokyo by Planet 9 using VRML 1.0 
Source: Smith, Dodge, & Doyle (1998, p.5)  
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The major problem with early city models is lack of a  generalized approach, use of ortho 

photos and LIDAR for height measurement  and continued use of physical iconic 

models (made of balsa or cardboard) for exhibitions or marketing (Batty, et al., 2001). 

The reason for continuing production of physical models despite their numerous 

practical pitfalls and assumed advantages of digital models is the popularity of the hands-
on feel when the goal is deliberating on an architectural/urban proposal. The attitude has 

not declined over decades; the fact heralds an everlasting passion for physical models 

parallel to evolution and increasing popularity of virtual ones.  

3.4. CAD vs. GIS: Merits and Pitfalls 

 

Figure 7 - CAD vs. GIS, flagship products  

CAD and GIS are the most widely-developed and publicly available products in the field 

(Batty, Dodge, Jiang, & Smith, 2000). Most of planning and design packages are based on 

GIS and CAD (Shen, Kawakami, & Kishimoto, 2003). Contemporary arena of 

visualization in planning has been the battlefield of CAD and GIS applications. Despite 
recent victories of GIS regarding its widespread use and acceptance among planners, 

each of the two categories still has its specific area of expertise. 

CAD has an outstanding role in design (Levy, 1995) and, as a visualization tool, helps 

add to the number of planning proposals (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999). CAD is 

mostly used in but not limited to the realm of architecture (Batty, Dodge, Jiang, & Smith, 
2000) and is prestigious for realistic visualizations. AutoCAD is the most common CAD 

system which has been recently widely overshadowed by more information-based and 

integrated systems such as Autodesk Revit. A number of limitations are associated with 
CAD environments so that they prove not to be efficient enough to be used 

independently for planning and even visualizing purposes: CAD interfaces often require 

exact input which confines flexibility and creativity of the plan (De Vries, Tabak, & 
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Achten, 2005). CAD-made visualizations are time-consuming and require expensive 

proprietary software which should be installed on single machines. This makes 

communicative planning approaches difficult to implement within CAD environments 

(Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). CAD is in fact not designed and has undertaken few 

changes for being used by non-experts. 

GIS refers to a generic set of applications designed for storing, manipulating, querying 

and displaying graphically referenced data (Pullar & Tidey, 2001) and now has a great role 
in city planning, regional planning and community planning (Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & Chen, 

2004). GIS packages consist of spatial databases, analytical functionality and visualization 

capabilities (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). ArcGIS – an outstanding GIS package – is 

mainly used for geo-processing, geo-database and geo-visualization. ArcGIS uses both 
personal and enterprise geo-databases (Oracle, SQL Server, IBM DB2, Infomix) (ESRI, 

ESRI ArcGIS, 2004). ArcReader, ArcView, ArcEditor and ArcInfo are various 

components of ArcGIS. 

CAD has traditionally been more efficient in model making while GIS is unique in use 

and process of associated data. CAD models are geometric – and thus highly accurate – 
and elaborately rendered but expensive to produce since they should be often manually 

created by operators; GIS models are information-rich, good at spatial data analysis and 

mainly based on remotely-sensed imagery (Batty, et al., 2001). Production of GIS-based 
models is perpetually undergoing automation. In urban discourse, dominant usage of 

GIS and CAD applications can be respectively addressed to urban planning and urban 

design. Away from some recent revolutionary practices in the field, Urban planning 
procedures mainly rely on two-dimensional GIS applications so as to apply analytical 

tools onto a mass of information most of which are of geospatial nature. CAD 

applications, on the other hand, are more common in urban design due to their relatively 

high visual capabilities and three-dimensional environments (De Vries, Tabak, & Achten, 
2005). 

VR technologies associated with CAD packages often lack spatial analytical functions 
(Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). GIS applications, on the other hand, have been intrinsically 

weak in the realm of 3d visualization (Pullar & Tidey, 2001).In Diagram 5 advantages and 

drawbacks of the two genres are summarized and presented in comparison. Greens 

represent advantageous areas while reds reflect unsatisfactory fields. Nevertheless, 

accuracy of this comparison is dampened due to generalization of diversities of 

numerous applications within each category. The scope of this analytic comparison is not 
only limited to visualization but also covers relevant functions of the tools such as 

planning and analysis. The table is intended to demonstrate the contrasts and, therefore, 

recent integrated approaches such as ArcGIS 3D Analyst and BIM have not been taken 
to consideration. 
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CRITERIA CAD  GIS 

Common Use in Planning 
and Design 

Architecture, Urban Design 
Urban Planning, Community 
Planning, Regional Planning 

Scaling to Needs Scales Not (Too Geometric) 
Scales Well (Geography to 

Geometry) 

Planning And Design 
Capabilities 

Limited Flexibility And 
Possibility For Design 

Suitable Instruments For 
Planning 

Dominant Visualization 
Mode 

High Realistic Visualizing 
Capabilities 

Schematic Visualizing 
Capabilities 

Analytic Strengths Few Analytic Capabilities 
Analytic Functions for 
Modeling Systems 

Dominant Content Physical Form Socio-Economic Phenomena 

Dominant Presentation 
Capabilities 

High Virtual Reality 
Capabilities 

Thematic Representation 
Capabilities 

Number of Alternatives 
Increase in Number of 

Alternatives 
Increase in Number of 
Alternatives/Scenarios 

Automated Modeling 
Operator-Demanding 

Modeling 
Semi-Automated Modeling 

Accuracy 
High Accuracy Due to 
Geometric Base 

Limited Accuracy 

3D Visualization Workable 3d Environment Mainly 2D 

Diagram 5 - Analytic Comparison of Different Capabilities/Limitations of CAD and GIS Applications 

3.5. Towards a Synergic Combination 

A common routine in huge-scaled planning projects is to generate designs in GIS and 

develop and render the output in a CAD application (Pullar & Tidey, 2001).Thus, 

integrating the two categories sounds to be greatly synergic for planning and visualization 
purposes. In the following paragraphs, recent trends in new versions of visualization 

tools are introduced. These shifts of paradigm can be considered as preliminary steps 

towards a synergic integration of the two groups of digital tools. 
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A major problem with AutoCAD is that 3d modeling has to be done separately from the 

process of production of ordinary design documents (e.g. plans, sections …). This 

deficiency results in time-consuming and inaccurate updating procedures. Autodesk Revit 

has diminished a great number of problems of this type by introducing new features such 

as object associability, parametric components and task-based user interfaces (Autodesk, 
2010). The most important approach of Revit was that a change anywhere in the project 

was now a change everywhere without a need for manual edits. Revit helps designers to 

create and communicate their projects simultaneously in integrated 2d and 3d 
environments, while 2d documents are produced partly automatically (Figure 8). In a 

wider sense, BIM technologies in CAD herald a more information-rich environment. 

 

Figure 8 - Autodesk Revit  
Source: Autodesk, Autodesk Revit Architecture (2010, p.3) 

Contrary to high competence of CAD-based packages in provision of three-dimensional 

environments, GIS products have been long criticized for their neglect of the third 

dimension (Bishop, Spring, & Potter, 1995). Nevertheless, introduction of the open data 

model framework, CityGML made it possible to have 3d models within GIS (Wang, 

Song, Hamilton, & Curwell, 2007). CityGML is an XML-based encoding standard for the 

storage and exchange of virtual 3d urban models. CityGML is an application schema of 
the OpenGIS Geography Markup Language 3 (GML3) Encoding Standard, an international 

standard for spatial data exchange and encoding approved by the OGC and ISO (OGC). 

By help of such technologic innovations, GIS applications are now stepping towards 3d 
environments and realistic visualizations at a fast pace.  

The term Virtual Reality GIS (VRGIS) refers to those sorts of applications which 
combine GIS functionalities with three-dimensional modeling and realistic 

representation. The idea is now at least one decade old (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 

1999).VRGIS applications enjoy both advantages of VR and GIS by incorporating 

realistic VR interfaces to their GIS tools. Due to their appealing visionary capabilities 
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packages of this type are widely used in urban and environmental planning. (Huang., 

Jiang, & Hui, 2001).Three-dimensional urban simulations are often constructed in 

VRGIS environments and rely on an efficient database technology referred to as a 

Collaborative Urban Planning Support System (Yao, Tawfik, & Fernando, 2006).The earliest 

efforts for integrating GIS and VR goes back to 1970 when the Graduate School of 
Architecture and Urban Planning at the University of California at Los Angeles developed some 

pilot projects in the field of urban simulation (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). 

 

Figure 9 - ArcGIS 3D Analyst 
Source: ESRI (2004)  

The term 3D GIS is an equivalent for VRGIS with a stronger emphasis on developed 

packages rather than the concept itself. 3D GIS was developed by combining certain 

features of CAD and GIS (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998) and introduction of 3d 
representations into GIS applications (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999). A host of 

practitioners have emphasized the need for 3DGIS applications (Simpson, 2001). Some 

experts have even proceeded to the idea of 4d GIS tools which incorporate more 

multimedia content into the environment (Raper, McCarthy, & Williams, 1999). The 

need for more interaction, user-made manipulation and the ability to store qualitative 

data within 3D GIS applications has been perpetually emphasized (Pullar & Tidey, 2001). 

ArcGIS 3D Analyst (Figure 9) is a prominent example of 3D GIS. This software 
performs analysis of surface data and visualization as well. ArcGlobe (Figure 10) is a part 

of ArcGIS 3D Analyst extension which has certain high-quality visionary features (ESRI, 

ESRI ArcGIS, 2004).  

 

Figure 10 - ArcGIS 3D Analyst, ArcGlobe 
Source: ESRI (2004)  
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These examples of the new trends within the two sets of tools (GIS and CAD) are quite 

narrative: CAD environments are becoming more information-rich and – at the same 

time - GIS applications are striving for more realistic representations. Sharpened 

differences between the two groups which were outlined in Diagram 5, seem to be 

gradually fading away (Diagram 6). The need for combining three-dimensional simulation 
capabilities of VR tools, dynamic modeling developments of CAD applications and data-

handling possibilities of GIS is now obvious (Simpson, 2001). 

CAD applications are still more common in small-scale planning (e.g. architecture) while 

GIS tools govern the realm of territorial and regional planning. At all levels, however, the 

process of visualization of the plan/design is being merged with planning and extended 

to all stages of planning and also to implementation and maintenance phase as new 
versions are released. The new product of ESRI, ArcGIS for AutoCAD is an appropriate 

example of these contemporary efforts to integrate specialized capabilities of the two 

generic software categories into one package (ESRI). Nevertheless, visualization is not 

meaningful enough unless the output is widely accessible to all stakeholders in an 

interactive environment. This is exactly where the need for a web-based approach 

emerges. 

 

Diagram 6 - Recent trends in CAD and GIS applications 

3.6. A Web-Based Approach 

As clarified earlier, shifting from desktop to web is a basic need for establishment of 

more communicative planning routines (Batty, et al., 2001). Online tools are used for 

better public communication: spatial media including text, video, photography and VR 
(Shen & Kawakami, 2009). After public accessibility to internet, many developers 

released simplified plug-in versions alongside with their main projects (Shen, Kawakami, 

& Kishimoto, 2003).Web-compatibility is now a major criterion in software development 
(Shen & Kawakami, 2009). 

3D GIS applications are much admired for visualizing and scenario development. 
However, they are not ideal tools for visualization and communicating data to the 

stakeholders due to problems regarding web-compatibility (Pullar & Tidey, 2001). Both 
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CAD and GIS applications contribute to data creation. Visualization of produced spatial 

data requires development of VR technologies and the need for efficient distribution of 

the information implies extensive use of internet. This is exactly how internet GIS (web 

GIS) has originated. In other words, Internet GIS refers to interactive, distributed, 

dynamic, cross-platform and client/server applications which use internet as the source 
of geospatial data for their various interoperable GIS environments. (Huang., Jiang, & 

Hui, 2001).The shift from desktop GIS to internet GIS, can help strengthen democratic 

approach in planning by facilitating public consultation and dissemination of information 
(Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). Internet GIS is largely used for development of virtual 

cities (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999) and is now the major form of PPGIS which was 

thoroughly described in the section  2.4 Public Participatory GIS. 

Virtual Slaithwaite is an early example of internet 3D GIS application. It was a 

framework for increasing public participation in environmental decision-making which 
was implemented in the village of Slaithwaite in the West Yorkshire in 1998.The project 

originated from a physical model called Planning For Real (PFR) initiative and then 

proceeded to use of internet (Carver, Evans, Kingston, & Turton) (Figure 11). The web 

interface and modes of participation were however very limited. 

 

Figure 11 - PFR and the web interface of Virtual Slaithwaite project  

Recent categories of products of ESRI GIS Corporation (ESRI) reflects an ongoing 

trend of incorporating 3d environment to GIS products on one hand and making the 

tools more communicative and more widely available to the public on the other hand: 
the list of ArcGIS products begins with Desktop GIS  which is the least participatory 

product and is followed by Server GIS (for sharing data and output in an organization), 

Online GIS (for sharing the content on the web) and finally Mobile GIS applications 
(which do not even require a PC for sharing GIS contents globally) (Figure 12). 

Moreover, the free viewer ArcGIS Explorer aims to bridge the gap between Desktop and 

Online GIS applications. Online ArcGIS website (http://www.arcgis.com) which was 
previously only available for ESRI employees quite recently became partly accessible for 

public (May 2010). Online GIS has the advantage of using a vast varied source of data 

from all around the world (ESRI).  

Within internet GIS, two types of interactive mapping solutions have been provided: 

static maps with a limited functionality and scope of the graphic user interface (GUI) and 
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dynamic maps which use Java applications and enables their users to zoom, pan, examine 

attribute data, hotlink to related websites and multi-media, switch between raster and 

vector modes and turn different layers on and off. Popularity of Java applications is now 

increasing and many add-ons and plug-ins are being replaced by them. The main reason 

is that despite plug-ins, Java applications do not require to be installed on the browser by 
users. More and more end users are thus able to use them (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 

1998). 

 

 

Figure 12 - ESRI's GIS products page – towards web-based applications  
Source: http://www.esri.com/products/index.html#online_gis_panel 

Java has not only made contributions to internet GIS applications but also to the vast 

field of virtual reality. Java applications on the internet enabled users to experience 

interactive VRML environments generally categorized as networked VR. The shift from 
desktop VR to networked VR is also termed as replacing non-immersive VR applications 

by immersive VR environments. Active Worlds and Second Life are some early example of 

networked VR which are mainly used for entertainment purposes (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 

2001). 2d, 2.5d and 3d online maps (dynamic maps) which are partly integrated with 

modeling environments and multimedia are the most recent approaches within 

networked VR which will be discussed in more details in the section  3.7 

Towards an Integrated Framework since simultaneous implementation of VR, GIS and 

internet technologies should be studied altogether. Prior to this, basics of client/server 
architecture are described as technical infrastructure behind recent developments in web-

based applications. 

3.6.1. Client/Server Architecture 

The shift from desktop to web-based environments – specifically in the case of resource-

demanding applications such as those of GIS –has been largely made possible new 
technological developments in resource allocation which is commonly referred to as 

client/server architecture. Efficient organization of visualization and analysis tasks 

requires balanced use of computing resources. GeoVR is an example of VRGIS under a 
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client/server architecture using VRML. The server back-end is supported by off-the-

shelf software: ArcView Internet MapServer & ArcView 3D Analyst through Avenue 

programming (Huang & Lin, 1999). Traditionally, there have been two approaches to 

how to deploy GIS or other complex applications (their corresponding software and 

database) on the net: sever-side and client-side. 

In the server-side approach, almost all computing and storage procedures are performed 

at the server. The user is linked to the server through Common Gateway Interfaces (CGIs) 
and the output is transferred to the web client in standard HTML format. The GIS used 

in this method is proprietary and is thus more simply developed, deployed and fixed and 

is generally more reliable. The main drawbacks of server-side approach are termed as 

limited user interface, poor performance and overloaded server (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 
2001). 

Within client-based approach, normal end-user web browsers are augmented as more 
professional environments using plug-ins, Active X and Java applications. Plug-ins are 

native to a specific platform on which the web browser runs and require downloading 

and installing in advance which is not convenient for casual users and thus dampens 
participatory procedures. Active X controls use VRML and operate only within 

Microsoft's Internet Explorer environments (Raper, McCarthy, & Williams, 1999)which 

is again a negative point regarding ubiquity among users. Java applets are considered the 
most flexible and futuristic tools of their rank. Java is deemed as powerful as C 

programming language (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). Client-side solutions for networked 

visualization tools enjoy a better user interface and an improved performance. However, 
downloading the software and data to the client is time-consuming and complex data 

processing functions are not performed as efficiently as those in powerful servers 

(Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001).Model Builder 3D is an example of a 3d application within 

CommunityViz project which operates at client side (Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & Chen, 2004). 

Hybrid approach is a solution for using data and software at both client-side and server-

side. The output is an optimum toolkit with a balanced workload. In a hybrid method, 
processing tasks and VRML formulation are normally performed in the server while 

system control and interaction takes place on client's side (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). 

3.7. Towards an Integrated Framework 

As discussed before, an optimal planning procedure is ideally the one which is visualized 

within a three-dimensional, realistic and information-rich environment and 
communicated to stakeholders in real-time through internet. Hamilton, Trodd, Zhang, 

Fernando, & Watson (2001)use the term learning society to refer to the ongoing process of 

prevalence of participatory approach in planning simultaneously using internet, VR and 
GIS (Hamilton, Trodd, Zhang, Fernando, & Watson, 2001) while Shen & Kawakami 

(2009)contend that CAD, 3D GIS and VRML are necessary for establishment of digital 

democracy (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). 

As an abstract generalization, the three technologic fields of GIS, VR and internet can be 

marked out as those major disciplines which should converge so as to develop the 
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optimal planning environment (Figure 13). There has been much development in each of 

the overlapping areas: VRGIS, internet GIS and networked VR. The concept of VRGIS 

has been introduced in the section  3.5 Towards a Synergic Combination and definition for 

internet GIS and networked VR are given in the section  2.3 A Web-Based Approach. A 

major shift in integrated VRGIS took place after internet was made public. Prior to this, 

Virtual Reality was created for using data derived from both CAD- and GIS-based 

resources. Afterwards, however, it was GIS (now internet GIS) which took the lead and 
incorporated VR (now networked VR) as a component (Huang., Jiang, & Hui, 2001). 

Innovative technological features such as VRML (in the past) and Google products 

(contemporarily) are substantial to realization of the scenario of integration.  

 

Figure 13 - Interaction among GIS, VR and internet 
Source: Huang, Jiang, &Hui (2001)  

3.7.1. VRML 

In 1993, 3d models were integrated to web applications by introduction of Virtual Reality 

Modeling (Markup) Language (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). In 1997, modeling geospatial 

data was made possible using VRML 2.0 and required interface was developed. In 1998, 

VisAD system was designed by Hibbard. The technique enabled many users to access 
visualizations of a shared set of data (Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & Chen, 2004). 

VRML is the pioneer technology in integration of the three fields of GIS, VR and 
internet (Huang, Jiang, & Hui, 2001) which has an interactive environment (Shen, 

Kawakami, & Kishimoto, 2003) and is the basis for most of classic urban models on the 

web (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). VRML is a popular tool for creating 3d 
representations of the world. Using Java applications, VRML enabled users to see and 

navigate through 3d models on their internet browsers (Zhuo, Tan, Cheng, & Chen, 

2004).Java and HTML programming are in fact complementary tools (Huang., Jiang, & 

Hui, 2001).VRML is implemented for the loose coupling of visualization tools with a GIS 

database and thus providing the possibility for interaction with GIS data (Martin & 
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Higgs, 1997); this can be termed as a technical interpretation of the scenario of 

integration. 

 

Figure 14 - VRML 2.0 
Source: Batty, et al., 2001, p. 5 

3.7.2. Google Products 

Based on available examples, integrated planning and visualization environments are 
mostly based on GIS tools. In the realm of CAD-based environments, however, there 

are also a host of initiatives in the field most of which are produced by Google. They are 

often free-to-install and possess an interactive VR and geographic information system 
(Shen & Kawakami, 2009). Scholar at University of Illinois at Chicago used digital maps 

combined with a GIS system a primary media within their interactive web-based 

planning procedure (Al-Kodmany K. , 2001).  

GoogleMaps (http://maps.google.com/) was the first feature which integrated GIS and 

internet technologies in a two-dimensional interactive and information-rich environment. 

A limited level of realism has been maintained by providing satellite images of the earth 

surface. GoogleMaps was followed by the digital three-dimensional model of the earth, 

GoogleEarth which requires separate installation. The ability to upload 3d models made 

by Google SketchUp onto Google Earth through the web is a simple example of 
integration of GIS, VR and internet. Google Earth and Google SketchUp are appropriate 

tools for representing urban planning and design (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). 

Combination of Google Earth and Google SketchUp has made it cheaper, faster, simpler 
and thus more participatory to digitally construct the 3d environment (Kwartler, 2008; 

Smith, 2008) (Figure 15). The new feature of Google SkethUp website, Building Maker, 

has made 3d-model-making simpler and available online. 

GoogleMaps is also perpetually moving toward three-dimensional and more realistic 

environments. Street View feature uses stretched panorama technology to provide a 2.5-
dimensioanl view of the streets in large cities around the world (Figure 16). More 

recently, Earth button has been added to GoogleMaps which makes a great number of 

the possibilities of GoogleEarth available online with no need of separate installation. 3d 

models of the buildings can now be viewed in GoogleMaps' Earth option. Some of these 
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models are created manually by GoogleSketchUp; some are constructed semi-

automatically within Building Maker and a number of them are constructed fully 

automatically through satellite imagery and LIDAR. There are also numerous hyperlinks 

throughout the map to e.g. definitions in Wikipedia, photos on Panoramia and videos on 

YouTube (Figure 17). GoogleMaps has now diminished the border between urban maps 
and models. 

 

Figure 15 - Examples of 3d cities on Google Earth 
Source: http://sketchupdate.blogspot.com/ 

 

Figure 16 - Street view feature of GoogleMaps 
Source: http://maps.google.com/ 

 

 

Figure 17 - GoogleMaps information-rich urban model 
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London Profiler and WikiMapia are other examples of providers of simple online GIS 

applications (Bugs, Granell, Fonts, Huerta, & Painho, 2010). Eniro and Edushi (Smith, 

2008)are respectively Scandinavian and Chinese counterparts of Google Maps. 

3.8. Visualization of social aspects of planning 

Social concerns in planning are of such a great importance that some scholars have even 

categorized planning as part of social sciences (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999). Seiber 

(2006), for example, refers to urban planning as a social application of GIS. Such an 
assumption is not surprising at all considering the fact that a project or policy may 

drastically affect social values, threaten traditions or substantially manipulate 

demographic structure of communities and neighborhoods (Hansen & Reinau, 2006). 

Social issues that contribute to, interact with and are affected by planning are in turn 

tremendously diverse in nature. Relevant data vary from quantitative sets such as housing 

condition, demographic information, property price surveys, census of population to 
qualitative issues e.g. traditions and beliefs (Stabinsky, 2000; Martin & Higgs, 1997).There 

is no consolidated index for social factors contributing to planning profession. An early 

suggestion was provided by US Office of Management and Budget in 1973. In their 
report they addressed several social factors to be monitored within planning projects 

such as poverty, racial unrest, drugs and crime and visualization tools such as path-

analytic models of occupational mobility (Sheldon & Parke, 1975). 

Many scholars believe that taking extensively varied social issues into the account in 

planning procedure can be best made possible through visual representation through 
different stages of planning (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999). Normally, social, cultural 

and economic data are missing or available only secondary to the physical manifestation 

of the plans. In other words, observable phenomena are demonstrated, while 
unobservable ones are largely neglected (Martin & Higgs, 1997). 

One major concern is how and to what extent social aspects of the plan should be 

visualized and how much realization is ideally required. The main problem with 

traditional representations – such as graphs – is that they are too abstract and do not 

sufficiently correspond to actual outputs (Martin & Higgs, 1997). Cases range from 

statistical graphs to complex visualization techniques such as exploratory data analysis 
(EDA) and are more or less about modeling rather than visualization (Orford, Harris, & 

Dorling, 1999; Sieber, 2006). On the other hand, however, fully reallistic visual 

presentations can also be problematic and distracting when the goal is to merely convey 
social outcomes. Martin & Higgs (1997) contend that only certain degree of realism 

should be maintained and all except major features of the scene should be skipped in 

constructed model of existing or to-be-planned urban environments. 

The most prominent discipline regarding social issues in planning is Social Impact 

Assessment (SIA). 

"Social impact assessment can be defined as the process of assessing or 
estimating, in advance, the social consequences that are likely to follow from 
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specific policy actions or project development, particularly in the context of 
appropriate national, state, or provincial environmental policy legislation." 
(Burdge & Vanclay, 1996, p. 59) 

SIA is generally referred to as part of or in connection with Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) and applied to National, state or provincial environmental policy 

legislations and legislations rather than physical plans (Stabinsky, 2000; Burdge & 
Vanclay, 1996). Environmental Impact Assessment was incorporated in large-scaled 

planning procedures following the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act 

(NEPA) in 1969 (ICGPSI, 1994). SIA is intended to be performed in a participatory way 

and yield in discourse generating (Becker, Harris, McLaughlin, & Nielsen, 2003). Despite 

all natural differences, principles of SIA can still be used to establish general frameworks 

of visualizing systems even though social concerns and their priorities are substantially 

different in different scales. A more relevant discipline is however social visualization.   

Visualization of social concerns and relevant methodologies is commonly theorized 

under the term social visualization. Erickson (2003) defines social visualization as: 

"a visual (or sonic or other perceptual) representation of information from which the 

presence, activities, and other characteristics of members of a social collectivity may be 
inferred, and, by extension, can provide the basis for making inferences about the 

activities and characteristics of the group as a whole." (Erickson, 2003, p. 1) 

In this sense, visualization is conceived as the method for visual representation of a host 

of social interactions of various kinds that should not necessarily be a realistic 

reconstruction of the phenomenon. In the same way, Orford, Harris& Dorling (1999) 

interpret social visualization as a schematic representation of social facts and statistics 

rather than a visual one (Orford, Harris, & Dorling, 1999). Nevertheless, social 

visualization is one step forward and more directly related to planning in smaller scales 

compared with other disciplines in the social realm. 

3.8.1. Some examples 

Numerous efforts have already been made for visualizing social cocerns most of which 

tend to imply simulation techniques. Martin & Higgs' 3d urban model (1997) is one of 

the rare examples of its type which has been specifically developed aiming at visualization 
of socio-economic information rather than physical specifications of various urban 

elements. This model uses GIS databases as the source for constructing schematic 3d 

models by means of VRML (Martin & Higgs, 1997). 

A more recent approach towards social visualization is use of virtual users. This 

approach uses 3d models as virtual environments which have been constructed not only 
for observing the physical outcome from multiple points of view but also for simulating 

cognition, pedestrian traffic, fire egress, activities in open public spaces and other social 

traits and physical behavior of real users (Yan, 2006). Contemporary technical 

developments such as feasibility of use of voice and gestures greatly enhances virtual-
user-based environments and turns them to suitable applications to be used for PPGIS 

(See  2.4 Public Participatory GIS) (Haklay & Tobón, 2003). 
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Figure 18 - Schematic view of the modeling process of Martin & Higgs' 3d urban model 
Source: Martin & Higgs (1997, p. 261) 

Furthermore, development and extensive ubiquity of web 2.0 technologies and web-
based social networks and virtual societies provides planning discipline with valuable 

resources to be used as social impacts visualization tools. Social interaction among 

inhabitants in a future urban development, for example, can be simulated by human 

avatars socializing virtually in multi-user worlds (virtual cities) prior to construction (such 

as those in Active Worlds) (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998). Karahalios & Viégas (2006) 

have also proposed several techniques for visualizing social interactions among members 
of online communities and used it as a base for developing methods for visualizing real-

world social activities (Karahalios & Viégas, 2006). Second Life and Active Worlds are two 

examples of applications which provide the user with virtual living environments and 
virtual communities as well (Shen & Kawakami, 2009). Nevertheless, they have failed to 

gain expected popularity and are commonly intended as entertainment rather than 

professional tools. The reason for this failure is probably related to practical issues such 

as inconvenient interfaces, the need for installation of plug-ins on the web-browser or 

inappropriate degree of realism which was discussed earlier. 

There are also some applications which are based on databases rather than real-time user-

inputs. The advantage is to limit resources to only selected sets of more reliable and 

relevant social data so as to optimize evaluation and analysis procedure and increase 

accuracy. One example is Policy Simulator which is a part of CommunityViz (GIS-based 
software) which simulates socio-economic evolution of every individual in the 

population. The output is a detailed composite profile of the community which can be 

fairly used in planning phase (Batty, et al., 2001).  
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4. Towards an Optimal Visualization Tool 

Following the thorough study on historical and theoretical issues on visualization in 

planning and clarification of potentials and shortcomings in the field, the analytic phase 

of the survey now arrives at its final phase. Even though current study has its focus on 

visualization tools, it was inevitable to also make a survey over planning tools as an 

overlapping field. As notified in the section  1.3 Methodological Approach, a set of state-of-

the-art visualization/planning applications have been selected and examined against 

certain criteria which are in turn derived from literature, talks, online search and 

successive e discussions.  

4.1. Visualization Applications – Case Studies 

A number of pioneer visualization applications are presented in this section. Examples 

are looked for over the web and vary greatly in their scope, areas of concern and 

production phases. What they all have in common, however, is that their highest focus is 

on visualization as a means for communication in planning. Moreover, all examples are 
fully devoted to or have at least great concerns for urban planning.  When possible, 
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contacts are made with developers of the products in order to investigate relevant issues 

in more details and get a glimpse of different functionalities, possibilities, limitations, 

potential web-based applications and so on so forth. In the case of City Engine, an 

online meeting was arranged with content manager of Procedural Inc. during which we 

examined a host of features and functions and discussed the case; various characteristics 
of City Planner were discussed during a meeting with CEO of Agency 9; Nero 4, its 

capabilities and potentials has been being studied over a long period through meetings 

with managerial team and developers as well. Other applications have also been 
considered thoroughly from this projects’ point of view and output, data and feedbacks 

have been put together with theoretical data and analyzed accordingly. 

4.1.1. City Engine 

Production of urban layouts in a relatively rapid pace 

while taking into consideration a wide range of 
contributing factors and providing real-time and 

realistic visualizations are the major advantages City 

Engine is assumed to offer. The product applies state-

of-the-art methods of procedural modeling (e.g. for 

semi-automated production of street grid) and 

parametric modeling (e.g. for creation of building 
models). The product is closely linked to GIS 

applications. 2-dimentional data from ESRI’s ArcGIS, for example, are turned into 3d 

city models within City Engine. Inputs from a variety of other resources such as street 

networks from OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap) and lot designs in DXF file format can 
also be imported to the program. City Engine is a proprietary product and does not 

include so many online functions. It is also used in entertainment and film industry. 

City Engine is the flagship product of Procedural Inc. which is specialized in 3d modeling, 

software development. The company is a spin-off of ETH Zurich in Switzerland's where 

also the procedural modeling technology has been invented (City Engine). 

 

Figure 19 - City Engine's user interface 
Source: http://www.procedural.com/cityengine/features.html 
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4.1.2. CityMaker 

CityMaker™ Digital City technology 
is a multidisciplinary 3d visualization 

platform which is used in variety of 

fields including urban planning, 

management, administration, 

surveying, architecture, transportation, emergency, power and utilities. The product 

operates in close relationship with GIS applications and exchanges a variety of file 

formats such as DXF and DWG with planning packages. Mass data processing, delicate 
visual effects and interoperability are the most prominent features of CityMaker.  

CityMaker was developed jointly by Digital City Research Center of Beijing Tsinghua 
Urban Planning & Design Institute (Digital City Research Center, THUPDI) and 

Gvitech Technologies. Founded in 1998, the aforementioned organizations are involved 

in development of 3D GIS visualization technologies. They have gained a high level of 
competence in national and global scale and have been engaged in a large number of 

governmental projects (Gvitech). 

 

 

Figure 20 - CityMaker user interface 
Source: http://www.gvitech.com/en/products.asp?id=3 
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4.1.3. CityPlanner 

City Planner is a user-friendly and web-based tool 

for creating, sharing and communicating of future 

urban plans. The inputs to the program are 3d 
models of planned urban entities constructed in 

SketchUp, Maya or 3D Studio Max. Different 

proposals are located in their surroundings within 

the application and are made available to all 
stakeholders. The product provides the 

infrastructure required for adding geo-referenced feedback to a developing urban plan 

(City Planner).The most dominant characteristic of CityPlanner is user-friendliness, 
simplicity and ease of communication through full web-basedness. The tool’s focus is on 

providing visualization rather than planning infrastructure and does not generally include 

technical analytic functions. 

City Planner is developed by Agency 9 AB which is a privately owned Stockholm-based 

visualization firm founded in 2003. The firm was initially active in game design and has 
shifted to production of online 3d maps and visualization tools in recent years 

(AGENCY9). 

 

Figure 21 - Agency 9's CityPlanner user interface 
Source: http://cityplanner.agency9.com/cityplanner/images/screen3.png 

4.1.4. Neo 4 

Among available interactive visualization products, Neo 4 is one of the pioneers in 

realistic static and animated outputs integrated with analytic planning tools. The product 

supports a variety file formats such as those of ESRI and COLLADA. Neo 4 is 

developed by Sightline Vision AB, Stockholm-based company which has been founded 
in 2000. Neo 4 has undergone some modifications over time so as to expand its area of 

functionality e.g. in order to also cover social visualization (Sightline Vision). The 

product has not yet been released. 
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Figure 22 - Nero 4 - example of output 

More web-based functionalities have been recently added to the product. For instance, 

models have been linked to Google Maps and it has been made possible to make 
comment and sketches within the model and get feedback in real-time. 

4.1.5. Symbiocity Scenarios 

Symbiocity is not basically a planning product 

but a trademark bringing thousands of 
Swedish companies under its umbrella so as to 

provide a multidisciplinary and practical framework for sustainable planning in global 

scale. Symbiocity was established in 2008 and is administered by Swedish Trade Council. 

Symbiocity Scenarios is an online game within Symbiocity website which visualizes 

consequences of a set of planning strategies on a virtual city in real-time. The principals 

behind the user-friendly interface of the application can be used for developing a 
professional planning package with a participatory approach (SYMBIOCITY). 

 

Figure 23 - Symbio City Scenarios user interface 
Source: http://www.symbiocity.org/en/symbiocity-scenarios/ 
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4.1.6. Urban Circus 

 

Urban Circus is a powerful tool for real-time visualization of large-scale plans of various 

types. The environment is ideally user-friendly and to a great degree interactive. Base 

models are imported from 3DSMax, Maya, ArchiCAD etc. Outputs range from 2d 

rendered scenes, 3d panoramic view, 3d videos and 4d planning environments and 

interactive web pages which may contain all previously mentioned items. Areas of use 

vary from city marketing and real estate to urban planning and transportation. Scenes are 
realistic and delicately detailed. A number of municipalities and regional authorities are 

among clients. Urban Circus is supposed to be applicable from the very early stages of 

formation of the project to final presentations of detailed plan. Urban Circus Company is 
based in Brisbane, Australia and has been founded by an urban planner, Dr. Ben Guy in 

2004 (URBAN CIRCUS). 

 

Figure 24 -Urban Circus user interface 
Source: http://www.circus3d.com/index.php/4dmodel 

 

Figure 25 - Urban Circus - output 
Source: http://www.circus3d.com/index.php/design-topmenu 
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4.2. Evaluation cube and duality criteria 

The three major factors to be considered for evaluation of visualization tools are user 

groups, planning aspects and planning scales. These are originally taken from Prof. Ulf 

Ranhagen’s descriptive cube for ViSuCIty project (Ban, Ranhagen, & Kjelldahl). The 

three criteria are aligned to the three axes of the cube. Within preliminary studies of 
current proposal, the cube has been nevertheless used in a slightly different sense than 

that in ViSuCIty: The evaluation cube proposed here is a method for evaluation of 

various existing planning/visualization tools which will be – in turn – used to clearly 

outline characteristics of the optimal web-based planning tool. 

Evaluation cube is based on locating existing visualization and planning tools onto the 

different units forming the cube. Criteria for how to locate different visualization 
packages onto different units are their actual capabilities and power which results in their 

use being limited to specific user group(s), planning aspect(s) and planning scale(s). After 

the process of locating existing tools is over, each package is evaluated based the two 

criteria of efficiency and workability. SWOT analysis method is then applied for a more 

detailed study over each case, its advantages, restraints, potentials and risks (Diagram 7).  

As an example, in the case of socio-cultural aspects of planning, available visualization 

tools are mapped onto a squared slice out of the cube. Applications are mapped onto this 

slice according to the planning scales (interior, building, block…, region, country and 
continent) and the range of users (public, business owners, politicians, architects, 

planners…) they correspond to. For instance, there are a set of tools which are 

appropriate to be used within urban scale and for planners.  They can in turn be 
categorized according to their efficiency and workability. Space Syntax, for example, is 

placed in the middle according to both factors. This specific package is – in turn – 

evaluated through SWOT analysis so as to reveal its advantageous and problematic 

aspects. The same procedure is applicable to all other existing visualization/planning 
tools within the cube.   

The evaluation cube was proposed as a comprehensive method for classification and 
evaluation of all visualization tools as case studies based on the three factors of user 

groups, planning aspects and planning scales and the two criteria of efficiency and workability. 

Implementing the cube within current study was not however feasible due the extensive 

research and analytic activities implied. Actually, the principles of the cube were used to 

develop a set of dualities and case studies were confined to the examples mentioned in 

the previous section. The objective was deliberating the cases in search of a visualization 
tool which is ideally efficient, workable, flexible, compatible, powerful, distributed and 

easy-to-understand/use (Diagram 8). Qualities that are displayed here as the opposite 

ends can be even present in a single package simultaneously. The pairs of 
visualizing/planning and information-rich/visual, for example, refer more to a traditional 

contradiction which is not in place any more thanks to evolution of digital tools. Color 

spectrum represents how much desired those characteristics are for the purpose of 
provision this study which is in turn specified based on theories and findings of previous 
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chapters. Green represents constructive effect while red means not being in line with 

desired functionalities.  

 

Diagram 7 - The evaluation cube 

 

Diagram 8 - Proposed criteria for the optimal visualization tool for enhancing stakeholders’ participation into 
the planning process - dualities 
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4.3. Evaluation Diagrams 

In the following comes thorough graphical evaluation of studied applications in search of 

an optimal framework for the optimal tool. Based on all various forms of data gathered 

on different applications, their areas of relevance, strengths and shortcomings are 

approximately sketched out as followed (Diagram 9). Blue spots and their proximity to 
each end of any pair of dualities represent that the product possesses those 

characteristics. Hence, most wanted situations are where green areas are covered the 

most by blue spots and red areas are left uncovered.  

City Engine’s real-time realistic and interactive interface is portrayed in the diagram. It 

does not however deal with all planning areas and is more focused on physical 

manifestation of urban fabrics. Moreover, it does not fully operate on the web and is not 
thus considered as an optimal participatory tool. 

City Maker is a massive package with lots of functionalities. Various aspects of planning 
at different stages are visualized in a variety of modes ranging from two-dimensional and 

abstract formats to three-dimensional realistic scenes. The only skepticism about it is its 

being workable and user-friendly enough so as to be efficiently used by different groups 
of stakeholders. 

City Planner is still in its early stages and is not considered as an extraordinary application 
neither in visualization nor in planning. It is however one of the most participatory ones 

among all and has – in fact – its focus on provision of an accessible web-based 

environment for stakeholders of the plan. 
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Diagram 9 - Evaluation of selective visualization applications against criteria 

SymbioCity’s most impressive aspect is its realistic presentation capabilities and web-

basednes which provide it with high interactivity and workability. Nevertheless, it should 

undergo major changes to be used as a planning application.  
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Urban Circus visualizes planning proposals with the highest amount of details and in a 

real-time four-dimensional environment. Besides, it covers a variety of planning issues in 

different phases and is highly interoperable. Urban Circus is however not much 

participatory and its interactivity is mostly regarding navigation around the scene and 

presentation mode rather than decision-making possibilities. 

Nero 4 also has a holistic approach towards planning and possesses a realistic animated 

interface. It allows full interaction, but is primarily a stand-alone proprietary package 
rather than a web-based tool. Nevertheless, recent efforts have been made to establish 

links between Neo4 and Google Maps and also provide the possibility for online 

commenting and sketching which adds to its web-basedness and participatory approach.  

4.4. Conclusion 

The purpose of the evaluation phase described above is not ranking or categorization of 

the cases. Judgments are carried out in an approximate way and based on available 

resources which are explained in the section  1.3 Methodological Approach. Diagrams are 

appropriate indictors which – in a clear and concise visual setting – relate merits and 
pitfalls of selected packages. Findings through this approach are complementary to 

specifications for the optimal visualization tool acquired previously through literature 

review and online search.  

Based on evaluation diagrams the three following conclusions can be drawn: 

All studied cases possess three-dimensional visual interfaces which are deemed necessary 

for visualization tools. Almost all case studies provide realistic visualizations and they 

often also use schematic representations in combination for specific purposes. A majority 

of mentioned products are interoperable and interactive. Only SymbioCity Scenarios is 
not efficient at exchanging inputs and outputs with other packages which is not a 

deficiency in essence since it has not been intended as a planning tool. 

A great number of the cases are user-friendly and information-rich. This is in line with 

the fact that the to-be-developed web-based visualization tool of the tomorrow should 

be easy-to-use (See  2.4 Public Participatory GIS) and also better connected to databases so 

that it fulfills the requirements for an optimal visualization media. It goes without saying 

that there would still be a need for visualization tools with a variety of technical menus 

and numerous parameters to be accurately set by experts of different professions; but 
they will no more contribute to participatory approach which has been of enormous 

value for current study. The same argument holds for the necessity of the optimal web-

based visualization tool for being integrated: there would still be a need for specific 
visualization packages in the fields of e. g. lighting, noise, landscape, infrastructure, 

transportation, security, safety, circulation, line of sight, pollution, energy efficiency and 

etc., but the communicative visualization tool designed for a variety of user groups should 

incorporate a wide variety of planning issues (See  1.1 Problem Formulation). 

Workability is the quality that a few examples possess. Even though technological 

developments enhance workability of digital tools on a daily basis, it is still quite 
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necessary for the optimal tool to avoid resource-demanding solutions so as not to 

dampen the collaborative attitude by reinforcing digital divide throughout members of 

the society (See  2.3 A Web-Based Approach: Necessities, Shortcomings and Solutions). 

The evaluation cube, duality criteria, evaluation diagrams and the conclusions drawn 
within this chapter altogether build up the overall structure of the conceptual framework 

for the optimal web-based visualization tool which has been defined as the expected 

outcome for this thesis project (See  1.2 Research Scope and Expectations). In the next 

Chapter, a further step is taken to provide a concrete back-casted example of the actual 

package which could fit into the already-developed conceptual framework. 
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5. Closing Remarks 

 

 

 

 

5.1. Proposal for the Optimal Web-Based Visualization Tool 

Characteristics of an optimal web-based visualization tool were thoroughly clarified 

within the section  4.3 Evaluation Diagrams. Technical requirements of such a visualization 

tool are undoubtedly of great importance in the process of development of the product. 

It is not possible to portray the desired product in full details with no regard to 
technological aspects in the fields of IT and Geo-informatics. Nevertheless, the outlines 

of the optimal web-based visualization application should be better back-casted prior to 

contemplation on sophisticated technical requirements. 

Figure 26 demonstrates a backcasting of the user interface of a proposed optimal web-

based visualization tool. The goal is bringing together all desired characteristics of a web-
based visualization application which have already been mentioned and clarified in this 

report. Studying and evaluation of a number of already developed – and in some cases 

even commercialized – online visualization systems (Visualization Applications) was a 

benchmark for the outcomes and a re-check on what is really missing in the field and 

could be acquired by current thesis project. 

 

Figure 26 - Proposal for the user interface of the backcasted optimal web-based visualization tool 

In this proposal, visualization-interface browser page is divided into two parts: 
Adjustment tools at right and visualization section at left. The consequences of the 

changes made by the user to the values of various planning parameters can be viewed 
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within the window at left in real-time. The user can be any of numerous stakeholders of 

the planning project who can use the application freely through an internet browser on 

his/her personal computer or laptop. The scene can be observed from infinite points of 

views using the navigator icon. The user is only allowed to change values within a fixed 

range. As an example, the density of the district to be planned in Figure 26, cannot be 
less than 2000 or more than 6000 person per squared kilometer. The limits for each 

parameter are set by planners and other expert based on standards, regulations, needs 

and restrictions. Figure 27 represents the way the visualization window is affected by 
moving the Green Area slider to the right. New green areas are optimally located in 

various spots around the district.  

 

Figure 27 - Real-time visualization of a change in the parameter Green Area by the user 

The algorithms behind adjustment controls should be designed in a way that moving a 

slider within one adjustment control results in corresponding changes in relevant 

controls automatically. Increasing the Density by moving the slider to the right, for 
example, should automatically shift the Average Height slider to the right (increase) or 

displace the Green Area slider to the left (decrease) relatively. The optimal choice for 

which possible change to occur is made by the computing algorithms of the application. 
The same logic should be applied to the visualizing process. Each change of parameter 

by the user can vividly be visualized in numerous ways. The optimal alternative should 

thus be produced by application through pre-designed algorithms which are in turn 
based on local planning routines and data. Parameters which are possible to change by 

the user can even be multi-sided. As presented under the Advanced Factor section in Figure 

26, for example, Major Land Use of the district to be planed can be set by the user by 

moving the selection ball within the triangular area located among Commercial, 

Recreational and Residential. After all decision-making settings are set, the consequences 

carefully observed from various points of view and the optimal configuration decided 

over, the user can publish her/his planning alternative by pressing the Vote button. In 
this way, , all users are free to compose their own planning alternative through an 

intelligent and fully customized visualization/planning tool instead of a limited set of 

planning alternatives to pick among. Based on the area of responsibility, scientific 
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qualification and relevance of the user to the planning project, a specific value is assigned 

to her/his vote. Politicians and planners’ votes, for example, are assigned higher values. 

Accumulation of all valued planning alternatives created this way can automatically 

compose a collaborative planning alternative which will – in turn – be discussed by 

planners consecutively. A Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) tool can be attached to the 
application for optimally assigning corresponding weights to the votes submitted by 

stakeholders of unequal importance, expertise and responsibility. The MCE tool is also 

used for optimal accumulation of the results.  

An important issue regarding this proposal is the essential need for customization of the 

application for each project and each planning stage. Adjust controls for planning within 

district level for instance, will be drastically different from those in the case of planning 
procedure of a block. Average Height, Density, Green Area and Transportation Mode in the 

former will be replaced by Average Number of Room per Kitchen, Parking per Family, Façade 

Opening Percentage and so on so forth.  

The number of adjustment controls can be much more than those in this example. The 

degree of realistic visualization should depend on the planning level. For instance, 
building units can only be visualized with a limited level of details and partly 

schematically when the planning project is in district level. As stated before, the technical 

part is also greatly determining and affects efficiency, accuracy, distributed-ness and 
workability of the planning tool. This proposal should only be considered as one of 

numerous possibilities for development of an optimal web-based visualization tool as 

described under the title Evaluation. 

5.2. Risks and Shortcomings 

A major challenge within current research has been the perpetual risk of using outdated 
contents. New technological features in the realm of IT – in general – and web-based 

visualization tools – in specific - are being developed and immediately made available to 

planners and public on a daily basis. Reliable scientific materials of a couple of months 

ago can thus easily be part of the history at the time being. Low band-width of the 
internet, for example, was once considered as a serious impediment to transfer of 

photorealistic visualizations to the public (Smith., Dodge, & Doyle, 1998) which is no 

longer pertinent in the field of web infrastructure. Of the four types of virtual cities that 

Smith, Dodge, & Doyle (1998) introduce and describe (Web Listing Virtual Cities, Flat 

Virtual Cities, 3D Virtual Cities and True Virtual Cities) only True Virtual Cities can be 

now considered as a pertinent case within urban modeling discourse. The three other 
definitions refer to some abstract or symbolic models which do not comply with 

contemporary virtual environments' requirements. Nevertheless, utmost care has been 

taken to recognize and eliminate outdated materials through the complementary online 
part of the study. 

Another area of uncertainty was differentiating between visualization, planning, 
presentation, drafting and enhancement tools. According to definition of visualization (See 

Introduction), the concept is closely intertwined with data representation function and 
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goes far beyond the mechanical act of virtual construction of an entity in a schematic or 

realistic manner. On the other hand, a visualization tool is a medium which visually 

interprets planning ideas and also helps examine, alter and introduce planning proposal 

but should not necessarily act as the core of planning procedure. Such a close 

interrelationship made it difficult to define the boundaries of the research and seemed to 
be problematic particularly when it was time to choose among thousands of available 

tools as examples to be studied and evaluated. Based on definitions, however, ubiquitous 

tools such as Auto Cad, Micro Station, Revit, 3D Studio Max, Maya and Rhyno were not 
selected even though they had been generally studied in the beginning.   

An ambiguity in choice of criteria for the optimal visualization tool was whether certain 

characteristics were intrinsically in contrast to each other. An integrated package, for 
example, which has taken a variety of disciplines into account, normally becomes so 

much complicated that can no longer be realized and used by inexpert stakeholders. 

Hence, developing a tool which is simultaneously and optimally participatory and 

integrated is a major challenge. Issues like this are potential problem fields which should 

be resolved prior to actual process of developing the package through creative solutions 

and partial compromises. 
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Postscript 

Within the seminar session on the project on 3rd December 2010 at KTH Royal Institute of 

Technology, School of Architecture and Built Environment, the variety of issues dealt with in this 

work was evaluated and discussed by attendees. Arguments, findings and proposals 

conveyed through written and oral presentations were scrutinized thoroughly and a 
number of suggestions were put forward by the examiner and the opponent for 

improvement of the work.  

One major concern was permanently top on the agenda at the seminar and previous 

talking sessions with other experts over the entire course of studies as well: how efficient, 

realistic and practical the participatory approach towards planning intrinsically is? A 

variety of ambiguities, risks, shortcomings and threats are clarified thoroughly in the 

section  2.2 Drawbacks and Criticisms followed by introduction of web-based participatory 

planning tools in the section  2.3 A Web-Based Approach: Necessities, Shortcomings and 

Solutions. There, again, potential pitfalls of digital approach are addressed parallel to its 

merits. The final section of the chapter ( 2.4 Public Participatory GIS) briefly introduces a 

set of digital collaborative tools as concrete examples of web-based collaborative 

planning. The general area of concern within this work has been the use of visualization 

in planning. Criticism on principles of collaborative planning has thus been confined to 
theoretical parts; while within discussions and conclusions, the major concern is how 

already-developed conceptual framework of the optimal web-based visualization tool 

maintains the qualities of an ideal participatory planning procedure.  

Other dominant issues stated were clarification of theoretical framework, more emphasis 

on the visualization cube within the text, addressing limitations and delimitations of the 
research, delicate visual appearance of the headings with regard to the subject area of the 

report and more material on media and communication as an introductory section. The 

two main theoretical areas of research (collaborative planning and visualization tools) 

have been designated in two occasions: firstly, mentioned in the section  1.4 Summary of 

Results in brief and then explicitly clarified and addressed in the section  1.5 Report 

Structure. The outputs for the research including the evaluation cube are now more 

prominently specified and addressed in the section  1.4. The headings for the last three 

sections of the fourth chapter have also been revised in a way that more clearly points 
out the main outcomes of the research. Delimitation of the project has been briefly 

explained in the section  1.2 Research Scope and Expectations while the section  5.2 Risks 

and Shortcomings at the end reflects on major limitations. Based on the general 

framework of the thesis (spatial planning program), it was decided to initiate the 

discussion with generalities and requirements of recent trends in planning rather than the 

wide realm of media and communication. Nevertheless, there is still much about media 
and communication in introductory section and various occasions throughout the report 

as well.   

Utmost care was taken in the following editing phase in order to implement contributed 

comments and suggestions for enhancing and enriching the work. There will still 
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undoubtedly be much room for further improvements; all readers are thus more than 

welcomed to relate their points of views through the address pouriya@kth.se. 
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Appendix 1 – Abbreviations 

AR  Augmented Reality 

BIM  Building Information Modeling 

CASA  Center of Advanced Spatial Analysis 

CAVE   Cave Automatic Virtual Environment 
CGI  Common Gateway Interface 

DEM  Digital Elevation Model 

DSS  Decision Support System 

EIA  Environmental Impact Assessment 
GML  Geography Markup Language 

GPS  Global Positioning System 

GUI  Graphic User Interface 
HCI   Human Computer Interaction  

HMD   Head Mounted Display 

HTML  Hyper Text Markup Language 
ICGPSI Inter-organizational Committee on Guidelines and Principles for Social 

Impact Assessment 

ISO  International Organization for Standardization 

LIDAR Light Detecting and Ranging 

LOD  Level of Detail 

MCE  Multi Criteria Evaluation 
MPEG  Moving Picture Experts Group 

NCGIA National Geographic Information and analysis 

NYCDEP Ney York City Department of Environmental Protection 
OGC  Open Geospatial Consortium 

PC  Personal Computer 

PFR  Planning For Real 

PP-SDSS Public Participation Spatial Decision Support System 
RMIT  Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 

SIA  Social Impact Assessment 

UDS  Urban Data Solutions 
VENUE  Virtual Environment for Urban Environments 

VGI   Volunteered Geographic Information 

VIA  Visual Impact Assessment 
VisAD  Visualization for Algorithm Development 

VLT  Virtual Landscape Theatre 

VR  Virtual Reality 
VRML  Virtual Reality Modeling (Markup) Language 

X3D  Extensible 3D 
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Appendix 2 – Index of talks 

NAME COMPANY POSITION DATE SUBJECT 

Lars Kjelldahl  
KTH - Dept. of 
Human-Computer 
Interaction 

Associate professor  25/8/2009 
Computer-
aided 
visualization 

Jonas Claeson  
City Planning 
Office of the City 
of Stockholm 

Planner/Architect 20/4/2010 
Visualization 
in planning 

Anna-Brita 
Krakenberger  

SWECO FFNS Lead architect 17/6/2010 

BIM 
technology 
in building 
industry 

Khashayar 
Farmanbar 

Agency 9 AB CEO 17/7/2010 City Planner 

Maria 
Westerdahl 

SWECO FFNS Planner 1/7/2010 
Visualization 
in planning 

Matthias 
Buehler 

Procedural Inc. Content manager 22/7/2010 City Engine  

Markus 
Lidfeldt  

SWECO FFNS Architect/Visualizer 30/7/2010 
Visualization 
in planning 

Mattias Höjer 

Center for 
Sustainable 
Communication 
(CESC) 

Director 22/9/2010 
Web-based 
visualization 
tool 

Maria Tiricke Lantmäteriet Surveyor 16/11/2010 
Web-based 
visualization 
tool 

Göran Cars 
KTH - Dept. of 
Urban Planning 
and Environment 

Head 12/11/2010 
Web-based 
visualization 
tool 

Daniel Koch 
KTH – School of 
Architecture 

Teacher and 
researcher 

29/11/2010 
Visualization 
in planning 
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Appendix 3 – Index of meetings 

SUBJECT DATE PLACE 

ViSuCity project 1/9/2009 KTH - Main campus 

ViSuCity project 26/2/2010 SWECO FFNS 

ViSuCity project 26/5/2010 Sightline Vision AB 

ViSuCity project 27/8/2010 KTH - Main campus 

ViSuCity project 15/11/2010 Sightline Vision AB 
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